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MISC. Communications)

CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . . Council's Committee on Budget and Finance will come to
order. Let the records show that we have Council members Carroll, Kawano, Johnson,
Molina, Nishiki and Tavares. Excused is Mr. Arakawa and Mr. Kane.
Members, I hope you had a good weekend. We begin the death march from today.
...(laughter)... The Chair, will first of all want to thank you for last week. I thought we
finally eased into a format that seems to be working for...for everybody, so we'll continue
that format.

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
CHAIR HOKAMA: This morning we'll start off with Finance Department, Mr. Lo. Budget
Director Yoshimura, any comments?
MS. YOSHIMURA: Good morning, Mr. Chair. No, no comments this morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. At this time, the Chair will give the floor to
Mr. Wes Lo, Director of Finance. Mr. Low.
MR. LO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Urn, gotta apologize this morning. Urn...we got some
technical difficulties. The handouts you got there are slightly different than the ones on
the screen. Our printers don't work today. Also, uh, you unfortunately get me. My
Deputy Director who actually did this presentation has lost her voice and was convinced
that this building is hot, but, uh, so we sent her home. So I will do my best through this
presentation here.
Anyway, the...the setup on this is, we're gonna basically quickly go thorough all the
departments in the Finance Department and all the divisions, I should say, and...and
sort of what their, urn, what their duties and responsibilities are and some of the things
that we're going to try do in this next upcoming year. Okay, so anyway, let me get
cooking on this thing.
Finance Department Mission Statement: Assure efficient and effective management of
public's financial and physical resources po...by providing quality financial services.
...The divisions in the Finance Department is, we consolidated the Administration,
Treasury and Risk in one division. Reason is they're...they're the smaller divisions and
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we...we, I think, just historically they tied them all together into one program. We got
Accounts, Purchasing, Real Property Tax, and Motor Vehicle Registration and
Licensing.
Again, uh, the setup on this is, we'll go over the responsibilities, some of the long-term
goals and the plans for the coming year.
Okay, from the Administration standpoint, obviously, our...our biggest thing is to
preserve County's financial integrity; establish and maintain proper financial procedures,
effective controls; and do a lot of planning and direction setting for the...the Finance
Department.
Some of our long-term goals in this area is, we...we found when we first stepped into
office that it is a little bit compartmentalized in our financial management. So, urn, we
want to ensure a consolidated approach to fiscal management as opposed to a...a
fragmented one. We...we're starting to try work on a lot of our benchmarkings and, uh,
and benchmarkings and performance measure so that we can more actively measure
our performance and...and in customer satisfaction. And I think this is near and dear to
Councilmember Tavares' heart, we're trying to improve our financial reporting so it's a
little bit more understandable in the quarterly reports, in the budgets, et cetera.
(?) Yea!
MR. LO: Okay. This is from a real high level—the things that the finance administration is
trying to do over this coming year. Obviously, uh, you guys know about the Service
Center. I don't want to bring that up too much right now but ...(chuckle)... uh, but we
want to finish the implementation of our real property tax system. As you know, we're
redesigning our motor vehicle licensing operations. I...I believe you saw a presentation
on GASB-34 last week so, urn, although it's being run out of the Mayor's Office, uh,
it's...it's going to affect Finance pretty dramatically, so we're starting to plan for that in
conjunction with the Mayor's Office.
Also, we're trying to improve our fixed assets and inventory controls. I think last year,
uh, Councilmember Tavares had asked about our cars, et cetera. We actually did a
physical, and we're actually going to try and sell off a bunch of cars this year and
starting to work through a lot of vehicle policies, et cetera to...to limit the number. So,
we're slowly trying to do little things to control expenditures on the fixed-asset side.
CIP Tracking. ...We want to get little bit more, uh, defined CIP tracking system as...as
far as the numbers are...are going. Right now, we do it by budget item. We want to
start doing it by project items and, uh, start managing more like a, uh, if you will, a
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development company where we can sort of track the projects and the contingencies,
so on and so forth.
And as always, we're looking at our revenues and expenses to see that we can, urn, uh,
you know, better the County in that way.
Okay, also in the Administration area is the Treasury Department. ...Their biggest
things are going to be the borrowings and the investments. So their responsibilities,
again, is to provide effective cash management, get as much interest income as they
can without jeopardizing the safety and liquidity of the County and, urn, get a little more
active on the billings and collections side so we get our cash in faster.
I noticed that this presentation didn't also say that we're working really hard on the bond
side of that also. In fact, we're going for a, urn, bond...bond rating shortly. I think we
got a good chance of getting...of getting upgraded this year. It's fairly self-explanatory.
One area we really want to work on this year is the customer-service side. I think, too
often, billings and collections are—I...I should rephrase that—citizen...citizen service.
...(chuckle)... Urn, too often, I think that collections and receivables are fallen by the
wayside and they sort of just deal with them as they need to. So, we're trying to put a
little more emphasis on that this year.
For this year, in the Treasury Department, we're trying to develop what I call a "cash
flow" model so that we can track our CIP, track our spend downs a little bit better so that
we can invest our money a little bit better, and put a little more discipline in that so we
can get a little more interest income off of that. Also, on the accounts receivable and
collections, again, we...we're trying to automate all the processes, trying to centralize all
the information. Again, I had to call three different places to get my receivables for this
morning, so we want to get it by the press of a button so we know, urn, who owes us
what up-to-date.
Okay, the other di...division in the Administration area is Risk Management. I'm not
going to get into this too much today. I think we had a...a fairly lengthy discussion the
other day but, you know, basically, we...we're just trying to concentrate on this total cost
of risk and trying to get an accurate count of our reserves and so on and so forth.
That's this area. Again, the...the goals will be to reduce and control liability, particularly
in the general liability and Worker's Compensation areas. In the auto area, we want to
be much more active in our, uh, subrogation or, uh, urn, I don't think we do a real good
job of collection of moneys from people who are at fault. We sort of just pay the claim
and go out. So we...we're going to get a little more active as we move on in the auto
side. So, that's what's the long-term goals there.
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Okay. Again, this is probably fairly familiar to you where we...we want to get a claims
manager and standard operatings procedures. We are currently evaluating the use of a
third-party administration for our claims, establish accurate reserves,
re-exces...exposures for insurance coverage and reduce the total cost of risk. Again,
we're hopeful, I know, I...1 had hoped that we could reduce a dramatic amount in our
claims side this year, but because of the loss of our risk managers over the year, urn,
we...we haven't progressed as fast we wanted to. I think, hopefully, by next year we will
turn into a, if you will, an insurance company where we charge departments premiums
to pay for the claims during the year.
Okay. Purchasing. Responsibilities is to centralize bid administration and procurement
area. We're trying to automate the area a little bit more. We're going to evaluate
on-line requisitioning and purchasing's capabilities—see if we can save time and effort.
And we are starting to look at E-commerce right now to see where practical. We are,
although we're looking at E-commerce, one of the things we're trying to make sure is
that we continue to buy "Maui" and "Hawaii" for that matter, but we want to take a look
at the E-commerce, uh, uh, technology out there right now.
This year, actually we are...we've been working with the State and the City and County
to test a procurement card implementation. This would allow people to get a card that
they could buy certain goods for...from, you know, sm...smaller auto parts, et cetera.
So, that was shelved last year and it's...it's back on track right now with the State and
so, urn, we will be testing that...testing that shortly.
We're going to start planning for the, you know, electronic purchasing via County
website this year also, and assess the viability of on-line purchasing through our
accounting system, so we'll be testing out all these things in this coming year in the
purchasing area.
Real Property Tax. ...Assess and collect and...and manage the appeal process. Our
long-term goals, we're trying to integrate that real property tax billing/collection with our
current financial accounting systems. And, uh, what we're trying to do, again, is
redesign our whole process in the real property tax area. Again, we're thinking that we
can save about 25 percent of our time in the real property tax area through automation.
...(pause)...
Okay. ...For this year, we, again, we finished two thirds of the implementation of the
new real property tax system. We've implemented the assessment administration and
the valuation modules. We're also currently finalizing our...the redesign of those
business processes. We have one more major piece that's coming in, hopefully, by
May and that's the tax billing and collections and that will be consolidated with our
miscellaneous billings and collections area also. Also, I think in, uh, we're planning this
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for, hopefully, uh, the end of April, part of the real property tax system is that they have
an electronic document management system as part of it. We will be bringing in for the
real property tax system and we will be making a presentation to all interested
departments to see if they would like to utilize this document management system. We
figure that since we're getting the, you know, the server, et cetera, we'll...we'll bring in
the system and...and at least introduce it to all the other departments in the County.
Also, we are hopeful, also, by May that we will have a...the link through our County
website, the real property tax website. This will have some limited form of GIS
capabilities. What...what it will be is, you can pull up a GIS map with the tax map key,
pull up your street address, pull up whatever information we have on zoning and
community plan. We will have that qualified to some extent, because you would want
that verified by the Planning Department, et cetera. And, uh, we'll also have the...the
tax values, so on and so forth. We pretty much will have everything that we have
available down currently in paper form down the Real Property Tax Office. We will have
the prototype coming, again, in probably late April, but I'll be happy to send out a
invitation to those interested Council members to take a look at that prototype on that
day.
Okay. Accounts area. Again, this is our reporting area, and we...this is where we pay
all the bills and monitor our fixed assets. I think the, you know, it's the same stuff in
accounts. I think we are actively working trying to simplify some of the reports to
Administration and Council. ...(pause)...
Okay. For this coming year, again, we're...we're going to start doing the GASB-34
implementation which actually starts the be...July 1 st . We need to start reporting on a
different method. So, we'll be actively doing that.
On the timesheet reporting side, again, I think this is a particular concern to
Councilmember Tavares. We had a study done on our timesheet reporting process,
and we have the makings of an electronic procedures manual. Our next step now is
that we are going to be doing a pilot project to do an electronic timesheet. We've
decided to limit it to one department. We're...l...we're not sure which department yet,
but we're trying to scope it out right now to see if that can be feasible. We actually are
looking at, perhaps, having different time sheets per bargaining unit, because there's a
lot of information on there. So, I would guess probably by July 1 st we hope to have a,
uh, perhaps, some...either like Fire or Parks or Aquatics or something on a electronic
timesheet. Once we go from there, we think we can implement it Countywide. So,
we're hoping to get that done, hopefully, by July 1.
Um...this is...this is what I call the, uh, automated...automated CAFR. This is probably
the biggest problem on our financial reporting side. A lot of our reports are done on
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manual spreadsheets right now, so this whole year we've been having our fiscal analyst
put those reports to come straight out of our accounting system. This way, we...we will
be able to, hopefully, come July 1 st , show you a profit and loss statement on a quarterly
basis as if it were a audited financial report because it will include all the eliminations.
Previously, because they were on separate spreadsheets we couldn't, urn, do the
eliminations, et cetera. Again, we going to also look at our fixed assets and inventory
controls. We actually are looking at trying to implement a new fixed-asset system
further down the road and improve monitoring of our CIP, particularly...particularly as a
project, on a project basis.
Okay. Motor Vehicles and Licensing. Most of you know, there's driver's licensing,
motor vehicle bicycle registration, business license, abandoned vehicle removal and
commercial driver's license and safety checks for periodic motor vehicle inspections.
You know, again, it's part of the Service Center project, we're trying to improve our...our
service quality, you know, improve our work flows, so on and so forth, in this area.
For this year, we should be complete with what they call it Project Harvest, which is the
motor vehicle's redesign. I think we'll be done by May on that and we will have the
mail-in registration, the greeters, call center, uh, hopefully, in...in...in operations by May
of this year. By the end of the year, again, we're going to look to locate that to the new
Service Center. And also, as promised, part of our whole facilities plan is, once we get
this Service Center in operation and we can concentrate then on the satellites, we are
looking...we currently rent space in Kihei and Makawao. Kihei, we're renting a trailer in
Azeka's parking lot. In Makawao, we're renting in, uh, one of the shopping centers over
there. We...we had already been in discussions with Parks Department to relocate
some of those facilities in the County-owned facilities, but we need to give that Service
Center first, concentrate our efforts on that first. So, this year, I think, hopefully, by the
end of...end of next fiscal year, we'll be able to start that relocation of those two
facilities.
This is a graph just showing you our two biggest area—our Motor Vehicles and
Licensing and Real Property Tax. Administration seems big here at 24 percent, but
that's, again, because it includes Treasury and Risk Management as well as
Administration. You can see, if we break...break down the director's office, treasury and
risk it...it...it...it brings it down much smaller and Motor Vehicles and Real Property Tax
are our biggest items.
Just historically, our budget, urn, we're pretty flat until right over here when the MIS
department was transferred to, uh, Managing Directors' Office when we saw a big drop.
The following year it went up a little bit. We refunded, I think, it's...some of you recall
that we, uh, in this year, in fiscal 2000, we also cut some positions out of Worker's
Comp., Motor Vehicle Registration and Real Property Tax. In the following year, we
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actually funded one position back in Real Property Tax and, uh, it's been staying pretty
flat there. So, uh, pretty flat budget here.
Okay. I guess, this...this is the part you guys been waiting for, I guess. Urn...from our
expansion side, what we'll be requesting this year is in the Treasury side, we put
customer charge card bank fees at $20,000. Again, we're hoping by July 1 st we will
have our motor vehicle registration, urn, what's it...you will be able to register your motor
vehicles on-line by July 1 st . Now, one of the problems with doing it on-line is that
the...the banks charge you what they call a "merchant fee" or "discount fee" so, for
example, every hundred dollars you charge, you may have to pay, you know, 2.50 or
$5.00 or something per transaction. We put this amount just as a...a...as a guesstimate,
but usually there's going to be a ramp-up over the year. So, we're thinking that that
should cover us in...in case we have a, who knows, you may have a rush of people of
coming in to do the motor vehicle registration on-line.
In the coming years, what we're going to be looking at in that area is, perhaps, changing
our fees, et cetera, because it is our intent that because motor vehicle registration
electronically is actually a cheaper way of doing business. We may make it actually, uh,
you know, cheaper for the customer. We didn't want to pass this charge along to the
customer. We want them to go to our least expensive way of processing—electronically
is much easier. City and County of Honolulu has implemented this with some success.
I think right now they're probably close to 10 percent diversion. So, again,
wha...i...it's...took awhile to wrap up, but I think there's a lot of advertising that needs to
go along with that. But that's the reason for the expansion there.
On the Real Property Tax side, we're looking at a $25,000 expansion. The reason for
that is previously a lot of our reports were generated by the City and County of
Honolulu's mainframe system. They've...currently do about 380,000 two-sided reports.
Now, we're going through all the reports because we don't believe they need all of those
things, so we're tr...trying to wrap that down a little bit right now, but it is an added cost
that was paid for by the City and County in previous years.
Uh, Motor Vehicle Registration and Licensing, urn, I...1 don't quite understand it...what it
exactly does, but it's called the "Decolator." It's a...it's a piece of equipment to help, I
guess, sort and do our mail-in processing. I'm sorry, I ...(chuckle)... now that Agnes
here, I don't know what exactly that does, but it helps them process the mail on a much
faster basis so that we can get rid of all of those...the backlog of the...the mail-ins.
Again, we also have some cost increases. I think Michele, in the beginning of the
budget, had made this slight distinction between those two, but these are for ongoing
services.
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Investment Manager Fees. It's an increase of 33,000. What we decided to do this year
is, we have about 100...anywhere between $100 and $130 million at any one point in
time in cash. So, what we decided to do this year is, um, is to start giving some of those
moneys to investment managers. We've given a total of, I think, $15 million of that to
investment managers. The reason is, is we had basically had one person guessing the
markets, and we wanted to see if we increase our yields as well as, um, urn, diversify
our portfolios as far as investment risks. And although it's a $33,000 cost, uh, for a half
year, uh, from last December to this December, we've actually made $477,000 more in
interest income. Now part of that is due to the rising interest rates, but about 250,000 of
it is due to that we're making higher yields on our investments. So, although we're
paying a li...some fees here, we actually are, you know, bringing in more money to the
County. I think it's real important that if we had all our money invested by one person,
there's a lot of risk there. If he guesses wrong on the interest rates, then we'll be really
stuck in it, so we do want to diversify that portfolio. And so, but we also, you know,
don't want to overdo it either, so we're...we're starting slow and we currently have
15 million invested with two different investment managers.
Another cost increase is courier services. I guess, historically, we've only had courier
services for, I think, it was our High Street office and Lahaina offices, so on and so forth.
Because of employee concerns and safety, et cetera, we decided that we...we are going
to use the courier service for our Makawao and Kihei offices. They were actually
carrying that cash to the banks indi...you know, by themselves. I think sometimes by
even just walking them over. So, in the essence of safety, we are going to be
expanding our...our courier services to those areas.
Real fast and I'll...we'll wrap up the presentation part. Um...just...I just put some of the
key measures, not all of them. Again, we're...we're revisiting all our measures, we're
waiting for the performance-based budget process, uh, uh, sort of to flow down to
Finance but, again, you know, a real one...important one for sort of our score card is the
financial audit. I mean, uh, again, we're...we're doing real well on our audit side.
We...we got some real good people in the accounts areas. Our bond ratings, uh, we've
been maintaining an A+ forever. I think this year is, uh, probably our best chance to get
the double A-, urn, I know, from these areas. So, again, we will be going down at the
end of April to see if we can get that upgraded, which should lower our bond cost.
Uh...Treasury. We're getting there on that. We've lowered our receivables down to 58,
we've resolved some things on Lanai and we're...we're...we're working on a few other
things there also. I think, we're...we're starting to have a monthly delinquency meetings,
et cetera, to really work at these things and make sure that, you know, we...we take
action as fast as possible on these people to get the money in.
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Motor Vehicles, you can see, you know, we're still having a slight growth in cars in
registrations, estimated about 125,000.
Taxes collected to current billings. We're hoping to collect slightly more than our...our
actually levy. You know, last year, du...basically due to delinquent collections as well as
interest and penalties, we're still doing pretty well despite on the appeals side, despite
rising values as a, you know, we're...we're expecting to stay pretty flat in that area. And
we...we do win more than half of our, urn, our appeal...the appeals.
Okay. Risk Management. Yeah. This is our best guess right now of the working capital
claims per year, or...or Worker's Comp claims per year. I got to acknowledge to the
Council that I think all the numbers we've had in the previous years have been pretty
much guesses. They didn't seem to foot back to anything. So, we're trying give you
as...as more real numbers to...to show the improvement. I think this was, in particular,
was interesting one. The...in January 1 st of 1998, they said that 450 claims, and they
said that they were going to reduce it by 50 percent. This was, I think back 1999, we
still have 500 claims. Again, we're trying to close out a whole bunch by the end of this
year to get down to 350 and by the following year, we...we'll...we'll feel we'll get down to
250 or lower.
And that's it for the presentation—be happy to answer any questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Lo. That was very good. Okay,
members, we'll be open it up for questions to Mr. Lo ...(pause)... and we'll start
with Mr. Kawano this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Wes, for that
presentation. Really, I was just pumping my stuff together but I've, uh, I have
one question at least so we can move on. But, you know, Molokai, the, uh,
drivers, where they have the...I thought they were going to open it at one time, a
window on the outside for driver's license. And, uh, I don't know what happened
to that. Can you...you know anything about that? This is...
MR. LOW: I...1 know the facility over there, and, yeah, I know...l know that they're kind
of off in that closed area. I was unaware of any plans to open a window there,
although I...1 think, what I'm hoping to accomplish in the real property tax and the
motor vehicle's registration areas is to somehow consolidate them to allow for,
you know, customer access whether it be on the, uh, you know, where
Roberta...Roberta's side or on the other side. So, as we consolidate that, I think
we can have a collections area similar like Lanai, I think they, you know, they
should be able to do more than one duty. So, we're going to try that this coming
year. Whether we open a window or not, it may actually just be transferring a
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public service, uh, some access on to the other side where Roberta is sitting. I
think that's we going to try and do.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Yeah, because, uh, all that place is a mess during, you
know, during that...that busy time, and I...I thought that window would ha...was a
good idea when I first heard about it, but nothing happened. So, I just wanted to
see why, but I like the idea of you moving it to Roberta guys...
MR. LO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: ...for help.
MR. LO: Yeah. I think, if possible, too, if we can put a stand alone, I...Molokai would be
a classic place to put a stand alone, uh, either computer or something so that
people can come in and access and do stuff so they don't have to wait in line
over there 'cause...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Umm.
MR. LO: ...I know when you get end of the month over there, it's probably crazy. I
mean...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Yeah.
MR. LO: ...so, especially, you know, if they're going to see Roberta, they got...she has
to go to research the stuff. If it's on a computer system it'll be a lot easier for
them.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Kawano. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Wes, thanks. That was a great presentation. I
would like to find out—I...1 know you did a presentation the other day too when
we were talking or, at least, we were discussing cash flow versus the accrual
basis. And...are we presently, we're...we're using the cash flow right now, the
system?
MR. LO: Uh...uh, yes, the current system is actually is a modified...modified cash basis.
We actually accrue our revenues through August, and whatever expenses that
were incurred for the prior year, um, we do try to accrue them into the...in...into
the, you know, the prior year. But the encumbrance actually does some of the
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commitments, but the actual payment we try to back them into it. Now, next year
with the GASB-34, it's going to be much more of an accrual base, so we're
making adjustments to our ledger, et cetera.
I kinda know what you're thinking—it's government, is one of the only entities I
know that allows this type of—it's a...it's a strange method of doing it, it's just
that...that's the...the government's standards, and I think we're slowly going to
see the...the accounting industry change us to more of a accrual-base type of
thing. Yeah, it's...it's a little bit different with the encumbrances, et cetera, of
those, so.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The only reason I question that is because I know
that, basically, in the condominium where I was on the board before, what we
have done is just the opposite. We've gone from basically an accrual because
we have the reserving that we have to do by law, and then we've gone over to
the cash flow which provides more flexibility.
MR. LO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But, I guess, what you're saying is it's a hybrid—in
between.
MR. LO: Yeah. They...they sort of just allow the revenues like your real property tax
delinquencies, et cetera, we actually collect them through August 31 st and then
put them into the prior year. So, I think, last year we had a...a large taxpayer,
you know, pay just before the end of August. And I... we actually got credit for it.
That's usually why we don't see our financial results...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...till November from in...in the audit, et cetera. I think from...I mean it's good
to do both. From a reporting standpoint, for people reading, it's good to see it on
an accrual basis, but from a management standpoint, I...1 agree with you that the
cash...cash basis is, uh, kinda tells you, you know, a little bit more.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, I...1 appreciate it. And I just...my...my question
really is related then to that which would be, with the changeover and the GASB
and the implementation of the things which we're required to do by law, do you
believe that we have enough built in to the budget in other areas to take into
account doing the inventories and doing some of the other requirements that we
have?
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MR. LO: We'll...we're planning to see, I think, in...in Lance Taguchi's presentation the
other day, we're going to take this much more methodically, because we have
some time to accomplish the...the compliance, et cetera. But GASB-34 and...and
ag...I apologize if Lance told us you would. GASB-34, there's two parts to it.
One is just this complying with government stuff. But to me the bigger thing is
your fixed assets is really your pot of gold, your inventory I mean. How
many...how long is your weed-whacker supposed to last you or, you know, how
come it disappeared after one day or whatever—I'm being facetious—but, you
know, like...like cars. I mean, may...maybe the maintenance for the cars, we
shouldn't hold them longer than five years and maybe we should buy a fleet. I
mean, unless you have that information, you're going to be spending a lot more
money on your fixed assets. I think the actual implementation is not the hard
part, the computer system is the easy part. The part is trying to take a physical
of all our assets. I mean, it's taken us a year to do our physical of all our cars.
Uh, just because logistically it's...it's, you know, we're a big, big agency.
...(chuckle)... So, I think, that that's where the...there's going to be some costs
associated with it, but we want to go down as methodically—I think, in the next
year's budget is when you'll see us coming back saying, okay, now we
understand what we're really asking for and, uh, you know, this is what we want
to do, you know, I mean, and if the Council is willing to go this route with us, I
think we'll move forward on that basis.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, I'm...I'm really pleased to see that that's the
approach you're taking because I think that as you gather more experience and
you really in...find the kinds of things and the kind of skills and also the amount of
capital that you're going to need to do these various things—the...the physical
accounting for these things and then, of course, the life span of whatever the
piece of equipment is. I...1 appreciate that and I think that...that is the right path
to proceed on. So, thanks very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good morning, Wes. I'd like to
know why do you feel our chances our good that we can maintain or improve our
bond rating?
MR. LO: A variety of reasons. And, I'd be happy to, you know, circulate as we finish
our ...(chuckle)... bond presentation to the...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sure.
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MR. LO: ...to the Council members. But, number one, our...we're bleeding the State in
all tourism areas. I think our RevPAR and our occupancies are, you know, I
mean, we're at incredible highs right now. So, I think from an economy
standpoint, we're in really good shape now, and the only caveat I have there is
we haven't seen the effects yet of the U.S. mainland economy and the Japan
economy, et cetera, but we...we are really doing well. Our
construction...construction is up, which some people may say ...(chuckle)... that's
not the greatest thing but, you know, there are a lot of apartments. So, that
they're going to be looking at the...the health of the economy.
We actually took them on a tour around of the island and you see a lot of the
construction that's going on, you see that it's got a little ways to go—it has to
ramp through and so that we're not going to immediately see the effects of a
recession. I mean, we're...we're somewhat insulated because there's things that
are in progress right now, et cetera. So, I think that...that's a really good thing for
us.
Now, urn, the other good thing for us is, we really turned around our financial
situation. You know, it was tough going in front of them the last couple of years
and we...we had a lot of big losses in the General Fund, so this year we're
approximately breaking even. You know, we're seem to be in what they call
"structural balance" so, urn, financially we're in really good shape. So, I think
we're, you know, having said all that and in...in...actually our biggest thing is that
City and County of Honolulu, I believe, I rated double A-, and we feel that we're
much better shape than they are. I mean, we plan for everything. You know,
we...they were just happy on how we were dealing with the Employee Retirement
System and so on and so forth, where City and County of Honolulu was basically
raiding their funds for a lot of things. So, I...so basically we're saying that if City
and County of Honolulu got it, we should get it. Also our, again, our real property
tax values are...are strong and the...the assessed valuations are doing well for
us. So, urn, that's...that...those are I think the main points we'll be making over
but, again, once we finish up our presentation, I'll be happy to forward that on to
you folks.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Wes, what was the presentation and when
do go in front of the Bond Council?
MR. LO: Tentatively, we...it'll be the April 25 th and 26 th in San Francisco.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. If I may go to another area?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know the investment managers, are you going to
have them come before us, Mr. Chairman? 1...I...I...I...1 really want to see where
Wes is taking us on this one...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...in diversifying our investment, so. When...when you
say ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ho...ho...hold on one second, Mr. Nishiki. Tamara, are...have we
put in time to see if we can have the investment managers make a presentation?
MS. KOLLER: Mr. Chair, no we have not.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: This a whole another direction that Wes is taking, Mr.
Chairman and I ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Use the...use the microphone please, Mr. Nishiki. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...(inaudible)... And I'd like to see who they are, and he
already said that we've got some past record of where we've gotten—what half a
million dollar more? But I just what to see where these investments are being
placed and, also, I'm sure that they're not all being placed in good places, so I
want to see both sides of the picture, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I mean, 1...I...1, you know, as rosy as he made it sound
with the bottom line figure, I want to see the bad investments also.
MR. LO: Uh...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I mean, I don't know, but I...1 want to see it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. ...(chuckle)...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm curious.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Comments understood, Mr. Nishiki. Mis...Mr. Lo, any...
MR. LO: Yeah. Mr. Chair, just...just a, uh, I, uh, see the look in your eyes. 1...I...1 want
to promise you this is not Orange County here. ...(laughter)... Urn, I'll...I'll be
happy to provide investment reports to you. We...we do have conference calls
with them quarterly to sort of see how they're...they're going and just...just, I
mean, for whatever it's worth, they still can only invest in very high-quality types
of stuff. All they're doing right now is guessing, if you will, or...or projecting the
timing of the investments—like should I go short today because rates are going
to go up so I can go longer? We...we're all in...in a very, very solid investments,
but the question is, is if the interest rates are going to...to benefit us or not. So,
we'll be happy to get that information to you and we actually have some
benchmarks on our side that we monitor and buy, but and then if...if at some later
point in time, you know, I'm not sure if it's the Budget Committee or not, but in
front of the Finance or, I guess, Budget and Finance, we can have further
discussions on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll work with you, Mr. Lo, to see what kind of opportunities the
Committee has to address Mr. Nishiki's comments. So, we'll...we'll see what we
can do, Wayne...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. As far as that scheduling...
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...and we'll report back.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...I...1 appreciate that but, if he can share with us some
paperwork. In other words...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll put that re...your request for it.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...who he's done business with. Seems like he's doing it
from afar. So, if that is so, then 1...I...I'd like to see something.
MR. LO: Provide that just
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...(inaudible)...
MR. LO: ...for information, the...we have moneys invested with Dean Witter and with
Salomon Smith Barney. We went through a fairly intensive, uh, we went to look
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at all the investment houses, et cetera and had interviews with them, et cetera.
But, I'll be happy to provide the reports to you like I said.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
Yeah.
And...and...and...and...and in mo...most
important, I don't know how many people within Administration is reviewing this,
Wes, whether you've got a group within the Administration but, or within this
Committee, or I don't know how you're working it, but I want to see who the
individuals are.
MR. LO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: It's not only you, is it?
MR. LO: ...(chuckle)... Heaven forbid.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, I'm serious.
MR. LO: No. Heaven forbid. No, we have a investment committee. It's Grant Chun,
Agnes Hayashi, Wayne Fujita and myself.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll follow up on that, Mr. Nishiki. I know we did have a
presentation last term that you allowed. So, we'll...we'll...we'll coordinate and
make that happen. Thank you. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Thank you. Moving to the Purchasing Division,
you stated in your highlights that you moved to a professional services process
versus the request for proposal process. Could you explain a little bit what that
is?
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, Councilmember Tavares. Some of the...the jargon that's used is,
professional services is called the "qualifications-based selection." Request for
Proposal obviously is you...you weighed it and you...you have bids, et cetera.
What we did is, for the design professionals for Cl...or I think it's...that's how they
describe it—design professionals for CIP...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...we've gone...we are the last County to go to the QBS process or
professional services method. What that is, urn, in general, you get list of
qualifications from...you...you advertise and you get a list of qualifications from...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
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MR. LO: ...whoever is interested.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Is that the RFQ process?
MR. LO: I guess, yeah, you would call it Request for Qualifications.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MR. LO: Yes. I mean, we...we...the words we've been using is qual...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...qualifications-based selection, so...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
MR. LO: ...but same idea, and then we have this...various committees, uh, consisting of
technicians as well as, um, uh, you know, just...just the Administration, et cetera,
that will go and...and provide some rankings to those and then re-give the five
top choices or five choices to the...the director to choose...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...the...the person. I guess, the...the purpose for it is, to obviously have a little
more flexibility in choosing and then they'll go and negotiate with those people.
But also in the design area, I think the...they've been lobbying very hard for this
method because the RFP process will allo...will require people to do a lot of
spec-work...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...and then they won't get it because it's not always based on cost...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
MR. LO: ...et cetera. So, sometimes, I mean, they...they feel that it's not necessarily
the fairest method. I...I think either way you go, I mean, it's based on how well
your selection committee does it, I think, is really the ultimate. But we...we. have
gone to that. It seems to be working fairly well for us. It...it, yeah, I mean, it
certainly allowed us to...to use a lot of different people, too. So, I think it's a good
thing right now. I mean, we...we're pretty pleased with the process so far.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I...1 think it's a good thing, too, 'cause
we're...have...have had problems in the past with just relying on the RFP process
where a company does a whole lot of work and then the...the committee decides
that they are not qualified enough by their past projects. And so, I think this
makes it clearer to the professionals out there what exactly what we're looking
for. So, is this also related to your other highlight—you had plans to develop a
system to evaluate the performance of contractors for use in future bids?
Wha...what is that?
MR. LO: Well, in...in the...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Besides saying...
MR. LO: This...this...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...they were junk, we're not going to use them again.
...(laughter)...
MR. LO: I think what we want to monitor and we...we...we need to do this year is, the,
you know, I just talked to you a little bit about the design professionals.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: The...the next part is really to monitor the contractors. Because right now for
contractors we go on a straight-bid method where the specs are drawn out by the
design professionals, the low bidder wins. Now, I think all of us have, particularly
yourself, have seen...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...I think when I was in the private sector, I heard the terms, don't worry, Wes,
we'll paper work 'em to death, which basically meant that they...they will do
Change Orders and...and so on and so forth. So, if we can start monitoring that,
that doesn't mean necessarily mean that the lowest bidder gets it, but the person
who comes in with the right price and does it, you know, with the least amount of
Change Orders, I mean, you know, within reason and, perhaps, we can get some
better work. Because the...the problem is just because they start out the lowest,
doesn't mean they will be...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
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MR. LO: ...the lowest.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: And so, what we need to gather more information on that, we need to be able
to move that direction. Again, 'cause you'll see a lot of the same guys winning all
the bids and then I see all the Change Orders coming through...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...and that...that really just drives me up a wall.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
MR. LO: So.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair, can I follow up that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Are you...are you doing more detailed work in the
writing of specifications because that's where we see the Change Orders come
in. If the specs weren't written as well as they should be then, you know, I've
heard contractors and people say, well, we'll bid low 'cause we'll make it up in
Change Orders...
MR. LO: Yeah. Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...you know, and we end up with a project that ends up
higher than the highest bidder originally...
MR. LO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...so I think the attention needs to be on those
specifications so that we can avoid the Change Orders.
MR. LO: We talked to the, particularly in the Public Works area, about some of that
and, uh, depending on the project...I mean, for example, a wastewater project, et
cetera, sometimes it may be better to hire a design professional to do the specs
for you...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
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MR. LO: ...as opposed to trying to write the specs yourself, because you don't
necessarily know what we're doing. So, in certain areas, because we've seen
these come in and going, you know, I, again, they...they love me when I call the
district and going, well, how come this Change Order is so much? Either
they're...they're going to start looking at, you know, again, having, I guess, they
call it preliminary engineering reports to spec things out, et cetera. Now, it's still
going to be up to the...the department managers, but we have talked about it and
obviously, both Michele and myself are...we spend a lot of time reviewing all our
Change Orders.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: And, urn, I don't think we're necessarily writing anything different in the specs,
just as an approach of an, maybe, on a more complicated jobs, having the design
professional write the specs.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: That's good. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Wes, there's something in the paper
...(tape change)... regarding real property tax and the appeal process. I guess,
there's some amendment or some change going to be made. Can...is that
`cause I...1 notice that the Maui County was mentioned specifically in that article
and since we're talking to you this morning regarding Slide 18 was, uh, re...assist
real property tax boards and appeals processing. Can you give us and idea of
what was being spoken of in the paper this morning? Are you aware of that?
And can you give us some highlight of that?
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, Councilmember Kane. I saw the article in this morning's paper and
I just glanced at it, and what I saw is that they wanted to see if they could change
the deadlines...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: ...because there's the April 9 th date for filing of the appeals, and then you have
until the, I think, the 19 th we provide the certification because we're processing
that. I'm not, wasn't as sure, I mean, I'm not sure where that came from but it
sounds like they're just trying to deal with a little bit more with the dates.
Because, uh, I think some people are feeling that's inadequate time for them
once they get their real property tax bill to file an appeal, perhaps. So, it sounds
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like it's just they're trying to see if it...it was worth it to change some of the...the
H...I believe and HRS on that. I...but, other than that, I'm not very familiar with
that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Thank you. And, Mr. Chair, my question was asked
already, so I'll pass.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kane. Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Wes, you've been talking about
Molokai and Lanai, Kihei. Hana, we have the Council Services Office, we have a
lot of room and we've...are continually asking to expand the services over there.
Where are we at as far as that goes for Hana?
MR. LO: I think, urn, uh, Councilmember Carroll, I...1 think that...actually once we get
the motor vehicle registration site up, which, again, I'm going tell you guys a lie—
I'm hoping to have it up sooner, because the process is in place. We can
immediately go out and for $5 or $6,000, put a stand-alone computer system up
there so that people in Hana can go do their motor vehicle registration there
without, you know, having to come in or fi...or at least last minute they can go in
and do that. Again, they can obviously do that if they had a PC at home. So, we
can do that fairly quickly, and I've already talked to MIS about doing that even at
all the outlying areas.
Now, the driver's license side, that's another trick for us. That's...that's a tough
one because we have to fly people, driver's license examiners in...over there, et
cetera. So, that one, we're going to have to figure out. That one is
a...a...logistically is a problem for us.
On the real property tax side, once we get that stand-along computer system,
they will also have ability to look at the real property tax information down at the
stand-alone computer system in, uh, we can put it in in Council Service's Offices.
I haven't really actually looked at the location but, it's an easy enough thing for
use to do because it will be available, you know, to Countywide. So, I think
initially that's what's going to happen. Once we start getting our work flows
better, we can see if we can allocate more staff out in that side, but because of
the...the, you know, we gotta just be cognizant of the numbers of peoples out
there, et cetera, so we want to make sure that we can accommodate, you know,
perhaps, cross-training some people, et cetera. It's something we're looking at, I
think, for all the outlying areas. I think we're probably going to cross-train our
motor vehicle registration clerks and driver's licensing clerks in a satellite office in
the next couple months just to see if works, so they can do more than one
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function. Similarly, if that were to occur in Hana, maybe we could have
somebody that could have somebody that could do—collect money, motor
vehicle registration and divers' licensing, et cetera, then I don't' have to have, you
know, five different people. I could have, uh, one or two people to do all
services, but we need to get through this part about the cross-training the
employees and also working with the unions to allow for that, which they seem to
be working with us on that, so.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: We look forward to it. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Wes, just for my question for you this
morning, we have noticed in the budget that you put in Luana Gardens, $1 million
in a line item for West Maui Resource Center's project for consideration by this
Committee. Why wouldn't you put it back to refinance the Revolving Funds that
was used for other projects, like Makawao Highlands?
MR. LO: Uh, Mr. Chair. Urn, I'm trying to think my way through this transaction.
Actually, what we did from a financial perspective is, we recognized the cash
from the sale of Luana Gardens—a million dollars—and that is going to be
carrying over into the revenues or in the in the carryover savings for this Fiscal
Year 202 Budget. At that point in time, we...we figure it's for the most...we would
put it into the General Fund and, you know, it's...it's up to the Council to
ultimately approve the...the use of that cash, et cetera. We didn't...we did not put
it back into the Revolving Funds, urn, I'm not sure, I mean, we, urn, I'm not sure
that we necessarily have projects for that—we figure that we could bring it back
into the General Fund for other...other types of uses, et cetera. So, 1...I...I...I'm
not sure if I'm answering your question, but...
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, you're not, but, uh, Tamara can...if we can send a question to
Corporation Counsel if the revenues from Luana Gardens sale should be used to
refinance housing, internal finance Revolving Fund and Rental Housing
Development Revolving Fund? 'Cause I wouldn't know why Human Concerns
wouldn't be looking at those funds to do their West Maui Center?
Okay. Anyway, you folks know of my displeasure in this area. Okay. Short
recess—ten minutes. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS: 9:55 a.m.
RECONVENE: 10:08 a.m.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee will reconvene.
At this time, we will continue the questions for Mr. Lo, director of finance.
Mr. Kawano, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Oh, yeah. ...(chuckle)... I'm attacking Wes on the
outside. I...1 like the idea what you just told Carroll about the...about the Hana
Office. Are...you know, Wes, we always heard that on...on the island of Molokai
because we have one office and we have like four girls in there.
MR. LO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: And, uh, I'm...I'm glad you're going to piggyback the,
you know, piggyback each other, and I think that can be a big help as far as
serving the people on the island. Because when one girl gets sick, I remember,
over one month we had no service there until somebody came from Maui to fill
up that position, yeah—to help with that position, rather. So...so I like the idea
that you...you guys going to see that you guys piggyback.
And, uh, I get something else, so I might be real out of order so, I'll move, Mr.
Chairman, and wait for my second time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Go ahead, I don't care.
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you...you want to ask it, Mr. Kawano, proceed if you have your
question.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Go for it, go ahead.
CHAIR HOKAMA: l...I...uh...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Well, I...1, oh, I wanted to...I...1 see where one more
thing that, uh, and I'm happy and I hope it works is the CIP tracking...tracking the
CIP projects, Wes. Can you ex...expand little bit on that, please.
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, Councilmember Kawano. Wha...what we're...right now, we track,
you know, there's an appropriation made, and we track based on that
appropriation. Sometimes on the...in the, urn, the way that the...the budgets
were invented a long time ago is that they're very vague in their descriptions to
allow flexibility. So, what we're trying to do is create a, uh, at least for major
projects, I mean, even beyond their appropriations, go and list the projects down,
have the project budget approved by, you know, some CIP committee up in the
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Mayor's Office, et cetera, and watch them come in and...and show the timeline
on where it's going to be and the actual expenditures and Change Orders, rather
than just us looking at appropriations so that, you know, like for major projects,
like say, for example, the Wailea Fire Station. Every month, you'll know exactly
how much was spent 'cause this...this way you can see Change Orders coming
three...four months ahead time as opposed to, you know, where you're just
tracking appropriations and you're not watching certain things—you're just gonna
see the change order show up. So, urn, we're trying to, uh, one of our
employees used to work for Hemmeter Development Corporation and...and so
we're trying to follow some of his types of ideas on how to track numerous
projects at once. And we've also talked to some of the...the engineering firms to
see how they track it and then we're also going to talk to the City and County of
Honolulu on how they track their projects.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Well, the CI...Mr. Chairman, if I may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: The small CIP is not so bad, but it's the big one and to
find out how much money we got there. It's just like pulling teeth sometime, you
know. So, I...I'm glad you're going to track this down, and I hope you...you
implement this like right away.
MR. LO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Thank you.
MR. LO: I'll do my best.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: And thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kawano. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh, yes, Wesley. In the area of Risk Management, I
just was curious as to whether you believe that the direction we want to head in,
the capital that you've included into the budget is sufficient for us to go forward
with a lot of the programs and the implementation of the things you've spoken
about?
MR. LO: I...1 think that...I think I'm comfortable with it at this point in time. Again, we
have 500 Worker's Comp. claims and we're...we're finishing up our audit on the
general liability claims. What we don't know is if a lot of those claims can just be
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closed. Again, from what we're seeing, we're thinking that 30 to 40 percent of
them were open and then nobody ever closed them which, I mean, and...and I
know you...you're familiar with it, you've got to start that seven-year time clock
statue of limitations ticking. So, a lot of them were just open and just, I mean, we
sent out a bunch of letters to people telling 'em that, you know, they'll...the
adjusting company were calling them. They're calling me back going, uh, I don't
have a Worker's Comp. claim. I mean, but we actually had a file and then I'd
remind them and then they said, oh, yeah, I had one back in, you know, 1985 or
something like that, and we never closed it so, you know, we...I...l may be...l may
be eating my words at some point. I'm saying that we need more money, but
until we really get through those claims, it's...it's hard to say. I also think that as
we go to more professional claims management, you'll see a reduction in the
amount of claims.
Now, the one caveat I got is, uh, is once we get all our old reserves for all the
claims that we have, at some point in time, I want and come and saying, let's just
reserve for all those claims, period. And let's just be done with—that's a onetime shot—let's just have a pot of money aside for that to pay for those reserves.
So, moving forward, our budget will be dramatically reduced just for new claims.
So, I, um, you know, I...1 suspect that next year's budget dur..., I mean, you'll just
have progress during the...during the year, but then next year's budget will have
the...the real true picture of, you know, how our...our risk management will look
going forward.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Great. Thank you, Wesley.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Wes, I'm going to lean on you a
little bit on the Real Property Tax Office. I would like to see more expediency
coming out of that office when correcting mistakes. If I may use myself as an
example, if the Chair will permit. I will keep remarks as brief as I can. Regarding
the real property assessment cards that usually come out at about this time of
year, last year before I was on the Council, a mistake was made. I have two
dwellings, one residential, one improved residential. And the exemption amount
was put on the wrong dwelling. So, I went to the office, talked to the clerk. She
said, oh, sorry, we can't change this for the rest of the year but, effective January
of 2001, it will be changed. Okay. So, low and behold, here comes March of this
year, and I get the cards again—same mistake, nothing's been changed. And to
add insult to injury, I get a letter from my mortgage company saying, because of
the new assessments and the exemption made on this particular property, my
mortgage is going to go up by $125 a month starting in May. Needless to say, it
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wasn't...I didn't take it too well. So I called the Real Property Tax Office, and this
is the middle of March, last week, oh, we're just working on it, you know. So, my
hope is, when this new office moves into the, uh, uh, Woolworth's center, that we
can improve the services, uh, to the...not only me, I'm hoping I'm just an isolated
incident, but if this has happened to some of our other citizens out there, as
taxpayers, we deserve, you know, better service 'cause I perceive this as a
simple change that could have been done. And, you know, I didn't appreciate
the fact that my mortgage company is telling me that I have to pay a lot more
money each month. I'm not a rich guy like lot of the other County guys here so,
for me, it hurts a little bit more. But, I'm just venting this issue to you and if you
can assist me in getting the office to improve their service.
Any...anyway if you can give me...a...re...your response doesn't have to come to
me here today—maybe in writing, but I just wanted to let you know that.
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, Councilmember Molina. There...there's probably two areas that we
got a tremendous backlog right now and that's one, is corrected notices. The
other one is in our mapping, subdivision mapping. We're trying to see, you know,
we don't want to hire people just to take care of backlogs. I mean, we don't want
to increase staff for that, so we're trying to figure out, in fact, as we...we just had
a long meeting on Friday to find out ways that, perhaps, that we could either use
temporary help or, um, et cetera, just to get over that backlog. So, I know this is
a problem area for us. We will...we, you know, we're cognizant of it, now...now
we're trying to figure out our best plan of action for that...those areas.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Wes, in regards to the satellite offices, you
said that this Service Center would probably be completed in July—maybe not
the Service Center, but the computerization and...and...and...and...and those
areas. You said that you were going to then move into Kihei and Makawao to
maybe put in a computer or whatever that's necessary. I think my concern is in
this year's budget, is there any...are you contemplating moving some of these
offices as...especially the one, say in Kihei or Makawao for that? But Kihei, we're
at Azeka's, we're in a parking lot and we've got whatever you call that building
there. Urn...are you planning to move it, maybe to the community center?
MR. LO: Uh...Mr. Chair...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: It would seem like it's closer to the highway, it's closer to
the ends of our community and it's our property, and 1...1 want to know how much
you're paying there in Kihei also if you are at Suda's—not at Suda's, at Azeka's.
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, I guess, I...1 don't think we'll accomplish a move in this...next year's
budget but we have...we plan on the following year's budget to relocate, uh,
hopefully, relocate the Kihei center. We've talked to the Park's Department
about two locations. One would be, possibly the Kihei Community Center.
However, they have told us that they would prefer us to move in and, urn, we're
looking at that space right now. As I'm not going to get this right, but it's down by
Suda Store. There is a community center down there. I'm not sure...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Kenolio Park.
MR. LO: Yeah. I guess there's a community center there...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
MR. LO: ...and they basically we're saying that we could move to that location, but it
would probably take about a year to sort of, uh, 'cause people are renting that
community center partially, and then relocate them, et cetera. So, they were
thinking or...or at very worse, dividing that community center in half so that we
could have half of the location over there, et cetera. So, we are looking—those
are the initial discussions, I don't want to say that we're definitively going there,
but we are looking at those two locations to get out of that Azeka's location. I,
uh, I'll have to get back to you on that rent over at Azeka's. I want to guess we
probably pay...I want to say close to $40,000 a year, but I have to check on that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I...1 guess, Mr. Chairman, it's only because we
have facilities in Kihei that can accommodate it and...
MR. LO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...I don't know who is "they" that's finally making that
decision. Who is it when you say "they?"
MR. LO: Well, uh, we need to get, uh, work with Parks. I think they have the...the most,
urn, most visible locations there. So, we need to make sure that we can
accommodate the...the Park things 'cause you have the...the Kihei Community
Center as well as that other one. So, ultimately, it's just sitting down with the
Mayor as well as the Parks Director to...to finalize what kind of locations we're
looking at.
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Also, in Makawao, just for your information, Makawao we're looking...we've
talked about either Mayor Tavares Center or the Eddie Tam Gym complex, but
they're a little bit tight over there but, you know, they're...they're paying rent, I
think, probably tune of about $23,000 a year or something to that effect.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and...and it seems like it's an inadequate in
Makawao also parking wise?
MR. LO: Parking is probably the...that's the big problem over there. Actually the space
they have is in the center is okay, but the parking is really tough. And the other
part is, you go to very...lot of different places in Makawao too, right? I think you
go to the Highways Baseyard for your refuse and then you gotta go for driver's
licensing here, et cetera. So, we wanted to try and consolidate services again.
But, urn, those were the preliminary discussions. Again, once we get everything
sort of...get the Service Center sort of behind us, we'll be actively looking at
relocating those.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. 1...1...1...1...1...1 was just briefly speaking with
Michael and I, you know, I'll let him speak for himself but, you know, he...he even
thought that Pukalani might be a better area at our community center. But we
have facilities. You know, we...we...we...we brought this up already, you know.
Why are we using other peoples' places when we have facilities and spending
foolish money? It would seem—I don't know, personally, but what we have at
those two locations—a move would be...
MR. LO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...could be instant. I mean, we don't have to wait for this
other portion of what we're trying to do to get it completed. Before we move
these different areas...
MR. LO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...if we can do it.
MR. LO: Point well taken.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Anyway, just those two areas. I'm done.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Just one last note. On the contracts that are
sent to the Clerk's Office and then we receive a list of all those contracts, it would
really be helpful, I think, if the RFP's are attached to the contract, because the
contracts are boilerplate and don't really tell you anything except the cost. And,
uh, the RFP would actually describe more what the project is supposed to be
about or like. So, if that could be included in with—just a copy that goes to the
Clerk's Office, I think that would help us when we...we review the contracts...
MR. LO: Uh...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...or something else.
MR. LO: Councilman Tavares if...if, um, I...1 think that that's not a problem with as far
as the design work, but then I'm just cautious on the construction contracts
because the...some of the specs are...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, I...1 don't need the specs, so just the RFP that
goes out...
MR. LO: Just...okay.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...because that describes the project...
MR. LO: Oh, okay. I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: and what...yeah...
MR. LO: No problem, we'll...we'II make this...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...the design, yeah, part.
MR. LO: ...we'll make that change.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Or a summary of what each project is, but the RFP
would be simpler.
MR. LO: Yeah. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Nobody has to create something, so...
MR. LO: Uh-huh.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...maybe that initial RFP can be attached to the
contract.
MR. LO: We'll make that change.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Kane. Okay. Thank you. Mr. Carroll is not
here. ...(pause)... Wes, where the...yeah, maybe you can do it now.
You have a two position reduction in your overall request, and my understanding
it comes from Real Property Tax Division. You can briefly comment more about
that two position reduction?
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, this was in regards to the, uh, last year we were talking about the—
make sure I say this correct—the...the transient rentals enforcement, I think, in
the apartments and the...so on and so forth. And it...is my understanding and,
urn, I...1 may be incorrect, but it is my understanding that those two positions
were provided to us for enforcement in these areas provided that the revenues
were sufficient to cover. Uh, one of the problems we have with that part, I mean,
to...to accomplish that proviso, if you will, at least my understanding of the
proviso is that it really—the...the Real Property Tax Office does evaluations
based on zoning or conditional-use permits. So, really, the enforcement needs to
come from the Planning Department which they are, you know, as you know,
they are currently doing. So, we never funded those or we never hired those
bodies in that area.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. Thank you. One more quick question, Wes, since I
think one or more Committee members did bring it up. Our Highway
Beautification Fund that we've made adjustments last term for you, you have an
answer for us today regarding how much of that money is assisting human,
excuse me, not human...Humane Society in their efforts?
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, I did receive that question. Uh...actually we have not spent any on
that at this point in time. What we have done in that area is, we are working with
Community Work Day...Maui...and Maui Humane Society, which there was some
amendments to last year's Highway Beautification Fund. To get an
understanding of, we...we don't want to provide double funding for the same
thing, so we wanted to get a measure of what they accomplished in the prior
year, so that before we provided them any more moneys to their program
the...they would have to use the moneys that were already granted to them, if...if
that makes sense. So, we've talked to Humane Society and Community Work
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Day and we're going to start measuring their results from year to year and they
will be giving to them—once they exceed a certain point, let's say in animal
carcass removal, or if they're doing a...some animal carcass removal that is
currently not funded per...let's say for example, on Molokai or something, then
they can tap into the fund. But we didn't want to give them money that they were
already being granted money for.
Also, one...one other thing, you know, on the Highway Beautification Fund, there
also is the Animal Management Revolving Fund which provides a similar
purpose, so we're thinking about actually having the Humane Society draw funds
from the Animal Management Revolving Fund first, because that comes directly
from the Dog Tags and Licensing, et cetera. But we haven't, you know.
We...we're kinda working our way through this and we've been working, again,
with Community Work Day and...and Humane Society, but we haven't...I still
need to get some information back from them and then we'll start letting them
work off that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. 'Cause I...1 just want...want the members to know that
with this two funds, the Highway Fund and the Animal Fund, you're looking at
over a half a million dollars in this funds. It's a lot of money. So, I just bring that
to your attention.
Mr. Kawano, any questions. Thank you. Ms. Johnson. Thank you. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I got two more areas if people are not going to
ask any more questions, but I'll wait for the one more time. I want to call this
"how do we get more revenues?" And, you know, we've been talking about this
and it just seems frustrating, again, that we talk but then there is no action and
there is no changes made until, perhaps, around budget time, Mr. Chairman.
And, however we achieve the area, Wesley, and...and...and...and I want a time
that we spend for this. How do we get more revenues? As you know, this is a
pretty bloated budget, okay? And so, people find it easy to spend peoples'
money and...and I just want to even out this playing field to make sure that now
we are getting moneys where we've identified to either subcommittees or
whatever, as an area we can look at and attack at and fund to get money. So,
wherever it is fitting in this year's budget, Mr. Chairman, I wanna discuss that
area that we're talking about. I don't want it to be saying, okay, now I'm going to
push it off to Planning, so that's where it is. This is County government, we can
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surely in...within this Council get the different players and address how we're
going to get to that situation of getting more revenues. And I think it had to do
with looking at vacation rentals and condominiums and apartments,
and...and...and we need to make sure that it's done and however we do it. So, I
want that challenged in this year's budget, please.
I've got another question, but...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. ...(inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: However we can arrange this...I don't want to say that it's
in Planning and we not discuss it. I want to discuss it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. You have a question, Mr. Nishiki, you want to ask of
Mr. Lo?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Um...no, I just...I just bring up that question of wherever
it's going to be that we have this discussion, Mr. Chairman, that we have it. See,
Wesley just took it out of his area now, so let's get the players and get
perspective. I don't want anymore...1'm not going to take care of this, or
whatever. 1...I...1 heard that Planning's doing it, but let's find out...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...that that's where it is.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Lo.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But somebody in Administration has got to tell us if there
is an individual that is responsible for this and how we achieve it. That's all.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. Mr. Lo, any comments at this time or
you prefer to wait?
MR. LO: Mr. Chair, just...just one fast comment. Councilman Nishiki, again, I...1 know
that there are, uh, there should be some things coming down on the Transient
Accommodations Rentals. 111...111 talk with the Mayor in regards to a focal point
to discuss it with since it...it is sort of goes over several different areas, but I
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understand there's some...some action being taken and we'll...we'll provide some
information for you on that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And if they're warm bodies or whatever but, I...I...I...I...I
guess, we need to know that.
MR. LO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So ordered. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Pass.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Kane. Thank you. Mr. Carroll, any questions for
Mr. Lo?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pass.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Members, anything else that you want to...want
to bring up? Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Charmaine brought up CIP, Wes, and...and I think
that we've had problems in the past. And 1...I...1 not going to say where but
Police Department, maybe $1 million over budgeted, urn, I don't know what
happened to the Keopuolani Park, I don't know what happened to the, uh, urn,
the Kihei Pool and...and so Charmaine brought up process. I think, Mr.
Chairman, this Council has got to get more of a grip on especially the big CIP
projects. I think Keopuolani Park was a disaster. I remember the arguments that
we had during that tenure when many groups tried to make some changes within
Keopuolani Park and we either told it was too late or whatever. Um...I don't know
if it was—I think it was the same project manager that was used. If not...
COUNCILM EMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...was it?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. That's all right. Charmaine says, yes. Project
manager or whatever, but I think that we...we need to get a grip on process and
any way in which we can get involved where the community can...can get
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involved. And so, it may not be in this budget or it may be, but I don't know
where...what the big major CIP projects are that has made the CIP projects big,
but I want to understand myself, personally, where and how we can get involved.
I don't know, you know, I...1 was just talking briefly with Charmaine and they
said...and Wes said that they do hire some experts too, so that there's no big
Change Orders or whatever. But I think that I want to get a bigger picture of
these projects and have an understanding of what it's going to look at before we
see Change Orders after Change Orders coming through. And I think however
you can so schedule it, I know we haven't handled CIP yet, but maybe at that
point, give us an idea on those individuals that are responsible for the CIP's in
different departments and then understanding if they themselves ultimately make
that choice on who the project manager is or how we go about doing these
projects.
For me, I'd like to learn this process because I think it is where we can become
more efficient, Wesley, and not seeing what Charmaine has brought up, millions
of dollars. And maybe as an example or request, Mr. Chairman, you can get
Wes to show us on any given project the change orders and the amount that was
originally bid and in the end, what and how much we've spent because of
Change Orders.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.,
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So...
CHAIR HOKAMA: But that...that would be more the responsibility of the finance portion
of the Committee's work, members. So, we already have quite a bit of items on
our master agenda that can, uh, we can discuss exactly what you're talking
about, Mr. Nishiki. And Mr. Lo, when we do bring up CIP on Thursday, maybe
you can already prepare for the Committee a, uh, may...maybe a general
summary of chronological order of how...how a project gets put together and
comes up to construction. You know, sometimes you wonder whether you...you
decide to put a dollar amount and then work the project and fill it out for the dollar
value or you do the project first, then you put the dollar value. ...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: He's got some big projects this year, so...in CIP so let
him pull out those and discuss it with us. I want to see timing on these because I
don't think they're going to be able to do them all. Serious!
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I'm sure you're concerned, Mr. Nishiki, 'cause we have one
very large one for your area.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Any...or...thing else for Mr. Lo at this time? Yes,
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. One quick commentary as a
follow up to what Mr. Nishiki had mentioned about the satellite offices Upcountry.
I considered the Hannibal Tavares Center as possibly a better option that Eddie
Tam because at Eddie Tam you already have the Police Substation, satellite
office for the Parks Department and during the summer, you have the Summer
Pals program going on there. And at Hannibal Tavares Center you have maybe
more parking there and the possibility of more room for expansion. So, I just
wanted to follow up on that too, Wes. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Molina. Members, anything else for Mr. Lo at
this time? If not, again, you're very much welcome to forward your questions
through the Committee staff for transmittal to Mr. Lo for response. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Wesley, ju...just as a general concern. You know,
I don't know how much we have going on at our different community centers
during the daytime. And so, to make active use of this, I don't know, you know,
why can't we do some of the...those functions that we're talking about? I don't
know. I don't what the uses are. I'm just thinking Wailuku Community Center
and that, what do they do in the daytime? You know, you got all these offices
yet, um, big parking lot, lot of parking, lot of accommodations, but what do we
do? You know, except on weekends when they've got functions. Can we make
use? 1...I...I...1 don't know, but I...l'm just curious. Similarly with Pukalani or
wherever. I don't know how much use. Kihei, for that...got that big building
there.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Putting up and taking down—that's the problem.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Nah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I mean, if you're going to run an office in there, you got
to clear it out for the nighttime. ...(inaudible)... that's one of the problems.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I don't know how big the office is...is necessary...
MR. LO: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...with the facility that the...
MR. LO: I'll check on those.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. Anyone else for Mr. Lo? If not,
before we go, Wes, just one quick one. If...if I don't know if Lito may have helped
you—you know how many vehicles is not registered with the County? One
percentage or...or a ballpark figure?
MR. LO: Um...I...could you rephrase that? How many vehicles are not registered with
the County?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I guess, they choose to not comply with the law.
MR. LO: Yeah. 1...I...we were just talking about it. I don't...l, urn, it's hard to say
because people can make...if they...like rent-a-cars for example, they'll transfer
'em out-of-state and we won't know that they'll do that 'cause they'll just register it
at someplace else. So, we have...our system isn't set up to necessarily know
where they're transferred to but I can certainly have Lito try to check into the
people who...who don't comply, I guess, what you're saying with the registration.
111...111...1 11 see if Lito can come up with something.
1

CHAIR HOKAMA: That and, uh, maybe you can have Li...Lito, uh, just do one, maybe
summary for us. Uh...how long can the cars beco...what it was the right word,
impounded...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...before we can either auction it off and get revenues for...for
storage or, uh, scrap-metal bidders, those kinds of things?
MR. LO: Okay. Are...are you talking about in reference to the...there's actually two
different types. There's the abandoned vehicles which you do fairly regular
auctions on, but then there's also the, uh, we haven't been...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh, you know, let's say they get pulled over by the police officer for...
MR. LO: Lack of registration? ...(inaudible)...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: ...and then, you know, the officer goes, wow, you don't' have No
Fault, you don't have driver's registration, you don't have ownership papers, uh,
we're gonna corn...impound your car. You cannot prove you even own this
vehicle.
MR. LO: Okay. We'll...we'll...I'll have Lito look into it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Tavares you have anything?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. You just brought up a subject I was going to
bring up with Corp. Counsel later, and that was, what do we need to do in order
to allow these cars to be impounded on the spot when they discover that either
something is not right—safety check, registration, unlicensed driver, urn, all of
that kind of stuff? Anything which makes the operation of that car illegal. That
what would give us...what do we need in order to have the power to have the
police impound immediately a car that is operated illegally, either by the driver or
the veh...the owner of the vehicle. I mean, I think we all just read in the paper
that my dear friend that who was killed on Haleakala Highway, Mr. Nobu Agena,
was hit by a woman who had a suspend driver's license and some other things
that were wrong. But, you know, how can we get those cars off the road and
make them accountable? I mean, maybe they're going to be in an accident,
maybe not, but it seems to me that we should be able to immediately impound a
car that is illegally operating—not say, oh, here's your ticket, by the time you
appear in court, you better have your vehicle registered or whatever it is. Urn,
that...that would be my question. How do we do that? And can we do that as a
County impound those vehicles immediately? And that would be my question for
Corp. Counsel, I guess. Unless Brian already knows the answer. ...(laughter)...
He's in a deep thought.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll...we'll forward that request, Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Lo, any comments at this time? None
MR. LO: Um, Mr. Chair, just on the, urn, actually that's the...the issue with the doings
like for the non-registered or non-insurance stuff, a person is going to be a police
issue—it's an enforcement issue. And, uh, it's gonna...we've been looking into
this because there's a lot money associated with doing that right away and
it's...it's something that could be considered, but you got a policeman who's
gonna have to stay there until the car is towed, number one.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: And so, uh, you're going to have to get...you have to get the ability to impound
the cars, I mean, the location, you're going to have much more tows, et cetera,
then you're going to have lot more auctions, lot more paperwork. So, urn, there
is going to be a lot of manpower associated with that...that thing, urn, with that.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: But you could bid that part out.
MR. LO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Once you get the car. I mean, once the car is...
MR. LO: Yes, but it's very expensive.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...impounded.
MR. LO: We've...we've been talking to some of the auction...auction people, and...and
some of, uh, like the major...the major player in this field, they ship it to Honolulu.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. LO: So, there's a tremendous expense.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MR. LO: Although, obviously, you get better types of cars ...(chuckle)... than the
abandoned vehicles, but it...it is, uh, urn, usually the...the tows, et cetera, are
funded either by the Beautification Fund or some...some...something so,
there...there would have to be some other revenue sources and much more
bodies to ...(inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I...1 think...
MR. LO: ...but it's something that we could definitely look into.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Because, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The only time that a person that I know of is not
allowed to drive his vehicle home or wherever is on a DUI. That person has to
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leave their car there. They don't arrest somebody DUI and let them drive their
car home and then come down to the police station.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So it's...it's not a process that isn't used now. I think,
we'll...once we find out what the answer is from Brian Moto about what our
jurisdiction is regarding impounding for other reasons, I think that we can get our
heads together with the community and with ourselves to...to come up with a
system that works, but I think we have got to be more conscious of...of...of the
safety of...of people on the road. I mean, the police officer that was killed in
Lahaina, was killed by a person unlicensed. You know, things like that, we
should be able to immediately or whatever impound the car that is not legal or a
driver that's not legal. And, you know, if you let a...if I own my car and I let an
unlicensed driver drive it, it's my responsibility as the owner of the car. So, I think
we've got to make more of a point for the safety of our general public that we're
going to be serious about this and let's start doing it!
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: You know, even if initially it costs us some money, I
think that for the safety of...of our residents and visitors, that we need to do stuff
like this to get a handle on keeping our roads safer. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Tavares. I may be wrong, but the way I...1
recall State's Statute on DUI, Ms. Tavares, is also is one of the few laws you're
presumed guilty first.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Instead of innocent. You know, it's kind of...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Reversed.
CHAIR HOKAMA: One eighty of the normal American judicial premise that you're
innocent until proven guilty. I think with DUI, it's you're guilty till you prove
yourself innocent. ...(chuckle)... Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I...I...I've been through it, so. ...(laughter)... You want a
personal expense, I can relate vividly. But, anyway, that's not the point that I
want to bring up.
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The other point I want to bring up is, and I don't know when you plan to deal with
this question is, the Mayor has presented to us a budget that represents a
reduction in property taxes. So, whenever we can generate a discussion with the
Real Property Division in regards to valuations and how they came up with this
year's and the area in which it went up and who got affected...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...I'd like to have that discussion take place as we
discuss property tax rates and reduction in, uh, the Mayor's proposal.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mister...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So, I want to make that request.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...Mr. Nishiki, I think I would, uh, hope we...we can bring this up
as...when we do the second round with budget and we talk about revenues. I
think that would be the more appropriate time, and...and we can understand how
they, uh, they're estimating their revenue source.
Okay. Members, anything else for Mr. Lo at this time? I...if not, I just want to add
on to Corp. Counsel as...as he reviewing Ms. Tavares' request, also if the
Council has jur...flexibility in adjusting driver's re-licensing fees, dependent upon
the violation?
I think we're...at one time last term we talked about, members, if you had a first
DUI, you're looking at a $250 re-licensing fee; second DUI, you're looking at a
$500 re-licensing fee; and a third DUI, you're looking at the $1,000 re-licensing
fee...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh, uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...so that you get penalized by the frequency of your violation.
...(chuckle)...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: The only problem I would have with that, off the top of my
head, is that now you're getting in to money and it's like if rich people can buy
their way back into driving on the roads and poor people cannot, then you...you
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just created a class system by doing that. So, I'm just coming off the top of my
head—when you made that statement it makes you think when you talk about
money, rich people can afford it, poor people can't. So, it's like saying, okay, rich
people, you still have the opportunity but poor people, too bad, you cannot.
Comments?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I...we...we...1 appreciate that, Mr. Kane, but nonetheless, you know,
whether you're rich or poor, we still hold you as part of this society responsible
for actions an individual takes. And, again, I'm sure we'll have a lot of good
discussion, either way, regarding this.
Okay. If there's no other questions for Mr. Lo at this time, we...we thank you for
your presence here this morning, Wes, and your presentation. Okay. Thank
you.
We'll take a five minute recess and get geared up for Department of Liquor
Control and Mr. Silva. Okay. Five minute recess. . . .(gavel). . .

RECESS: 10:48 a.m.
RECONVENE: 10:54 a.m.
DEPARTMENT OF LIQUOR CONTROL
CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . . ...(tape change)... Finance will come to order. At this
time, we have Mr. Frank Silva from our Liquor Department and, again, the Chair
will ask Ms. Yoshimura if any opening comments she would care to provide the
Committee.
MS. YOSHIMURA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. On Page 10-3 of the Program Budget, just
want to make the change where it says "Program Resources, General Fund," it
should say "Liquor Fund." The Liquor Department does have their own fund.
Also in this department for this year, we did budget for collective bargaining pay
increases as well as terminal vacation pay. Normally, those two items, in the
past, have been budgeted in the General Fund and then later on transferred.
This year we put it directly into the fund. And with that, turn it over to Frank Silva.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Silva
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MR. SILVA: Good morning, Mr. Chair, and members of the Budget Committee. I'm
Frank Silva, Director of the Department of Liquor Control. Which...with me is
Glenn Mukai who is our Deputy Director.
As you all know, the Department of Liquor Control is semi-autonomous. The
funds that we get to run our department fo...to run our department, comes from
the licensees and not the General Fund. The way we derive our funds is we, urn,
determine what our estimated expenditure is going to be. From the estimated
expenditure, we deduct carryover savings, we deduct basic license fees. All
licenses become renewable on the 30 th of June of each year. So, we take the
license fees, we deduct that from the budget carryover savings, we deduct that
from the budget. On the 30 th of July, all of the licensees are required to submit to
us by the 30 tn of July, their total gross liquor sales. We take the entire total gross
liquor sales, we divide into the remainder of the budget and we come up with a
percentage fee, and we assess each licensee that percentage which makes up
the rest of the budget to a penny. As so, in...in a nutshell, that's how we derive
the funds to...to run the department.
Department has, uh, consist of two admin...ac...actually it's two administrative
bodies. One is the Liquor Control Commission, who is responsible for all aspects
of licensing, conditions of licensing—they have complete jurisdiction over the
licensees. It's a nine-member board that's set down from the Mayor, confirmed
by...by the Council. The other board is the Adjudication Board. They're the ones
that adjudicate all, uh, complaints that are put to them by...by the director. And
then we have a third body now—that's the Small Business Administrative
Committee and advisory committee. And they're...this body is to
become...compliance with Act 168 to protect the small business in rule-making
procedures.
The department is still—the mission of the department is to protect the health,
safety and welfare of the general public by controlling and regulating the liquor
industry and the manufacture, importation, sales and service of alcoholic
beverages. Our program highlights—I won't bore you with reading all of 'emthey're...they're...they're in your handout. I'll just briefly go over the budget and
tell you that our total budget has a decrease of a $130,883 from last year's
budget.
If you take a look at our salary account, our "A" account has a slight increase in
the "A" account and that's due to put the, uh, uh, urn, collective bargaining pay
adjustments and the $50,000 termination pay that Michele told you about.
...(pause)...
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In our "B" account we're...we're expanding just a little bit. We're asking for
$2,000 more for gas and oil because of the prices going up. We haven't had any
increase in several years. Uh...5,000 for cellular phones and $20,000 for rental
for Lahaina District Office. We are planning to move into Lahaina and have a
full-service office there as soon as we can, and we have the funds and the...and
the manpower to...to staff it at this time.
The...we have, um, as you all know, the "A" account, 70 percent of the "A"
account goes back into the General Fund and that's called...that's for overhead
charges. So, that's part of the...part of our budget—$70,000 of that is plugged
into the salary increases that we're projecting this year.
There's an overall decrease of $202,952 in our department's operation account
when compared to the budget of last year. ...(pause)... There's an overall
decrease of 28,000 in our department's equipment request when compared to
the budget approved for physical [sic] year 2001. We're...we're looking for three
vehicles this year, and two is for replacement, one's a total wreck. All of the
vehicles are over the timeframe. The Motor Pool tells us that it's cheaper to
replace the vehicles than to comp...co...continue to fix 'em. The expenditures for
fixing 'em is costing more than what the...the vehicle would cost. ...(pause)...
The retail and dispense of liquor licensees reported a gross liquor sales of
$168,545,782.62 for the year 2000. It's a increase of $15,500,000 from '99 and
over $27,660,000 from '98. Wholesalers, manufacturers reported a gross liquor
sales of $69,828,566.92. The total gross liquor sales for all licensees for the
physical [sic] year 2000 was 238 million, 374 dollars...349 dollars and 54 cents.
And this concludes my overall, uh, if...if you have any questions, I'll be glad to
answer.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Silva. Glenn you have any comments you
wish to add...Mr. Mukai?
MR. MUKAI: Uh...no.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Let's see, who's committee would
liquor go under? ...(chuckle)... Parks...okay, we'll start with you then
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I...1 really don't have any questions. I...1 think that
everything that you've explained, you've justified. You have the revenue stream
coming in and I really don't, you know, other than the expansion position, I guess
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that would be the only thing that I would address. You're...your expansion
position is for...
MR. SILVA: We don't have any.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You don't have any. Oh, okay. I guess I was
misreading, where I saw and Department of Liquor Control it was going from, uh,
oh, I see. It was...I was looking at '01 we have 20 and it's the same. So, the
expansion position actually occurred from nine...from past year...
MR. SILVA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So, that's it. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good morning, Mr. Silva,
Mr. Mukai. Just a question on your applications for manager's license. Usually
on the average, you know, I guess, when I think of liquor it's so important that
managers, bartenders, et cetera, they be very knowledgeable and responsible to
people coming in there with fake ID's and also the selling of liquor. Your test, if
you could comment on it, uh, your standards that you folks set. Uh...you know,
how many mistakes are allowed before, you know...?
MR. SILVA: We have, uh, we...we...we administer two exams. And one is for the
dispensers on se...on, uh, premise consumption. That exam consists of 50
questions and they can miss five. If they miss six, they fail, they come back
again. And, urn, at one point, we were giving the exams free of charge.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: And, urn, but we started charging because the same people would come
back over and over again and they...they just by osmosis, they figured that they'd
pass the exam, but now that we started charging, the failure rate is lower
...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Lower. Funny how that happens. ...(laughter)...
MR. SILVA: ...and so it...so it...you can miss five out of fifty. The retail exam is the
same way. It's a 30-question exam and you can miss five. It's a very strict...you
can miss three?
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MR. MUKAI: Yes.
MR. SILVA: You can miss three out of the retail one. It's not an easy exam. If they
don't read the rules and regulations, they'll never pass. It's not a common sense
exam. It deals with liquor laws and liquor rules. And, uh, it's designed to be that
way and it's mandated by Congress that the...this...this industry operate under
the strictest of rules simply because of the product that they sell.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. But what's the washout rate, uh, at last report for
the manager's license?
MR. SILVA: For the manager's license? Urn...I can tell you last week, 50 percent
failed.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Whew! Okay.
MR. SILVA: Uh...but , uh, that's not normal. Normal it's about a 30 percent washout.
But they come back and...and normally the following week they pass.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. I think we heard a disturbing concern
recently in regards to underage drinking and Maui having a high rate of these
minors that are not old enough to drink. I look at your 10-3 under Enforcement
Cases and I don't know if this is where you look at underage drinking. You've got
3,800 projected for this year and for next year, you've got another 3,800. Out of
these cases, or let's put it this way, has there been emphasis on...in your
department to check the concern of underage drinking? And who do you work
with besides your department? And should we increase staff and...and put some
emphasis on underage drinking if this is some...an area that we don't care to lead
the State in...
MR. SILVA: Well...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...in Congress?
MR. SILVA: ...our de...in our department, we have two areas that we're very, very strict
on. We...we don't give any...any slack and that's underage drinking and serving
intoxicated persons. If you'll notice, under the enforcement side, we've had a
decrease in 233 percent in...in incidences that have derived strictly from the
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enforcement aspect. We have people out in the parking lots, uh, surveying. In
fact, we've taken a lot of heat in the newspapers because we closed some of
these places down. We'll arrest people that's buying for minors, urn, so the
percentage of underage drinking and intoxicated people has dropped in licensed
premises. Uh, it increases in other areas. They go to parks and they go to...to
other areas that we no jurisdiction of.
However, we do partner with the Police Department and when...when we find
even an indication that someone may be—like a RAVE party, for instance—
where they have an organized thing going on that somebody is actually selling
liquor, we partner with the Police Department and we'll do...we'll do the raids on
the, uh, RAVE parties. We have things like wholesalers telling us that they've
had an extraordinary ordinary amount of kegs that somebody ordered, and we'll
follow the kegs and see where they go to see if we can curtail any RAVE parties.
Wholesaler, I mean retailers do the same thing. If someone orders three or four
kegs, they'll call us, and then we'll find out and if it's a baby's party or if it's a
wedding or something, then we'll back off, but otherwise—at one point, we waited
at a store, when the people came to pick up the kegs, and we followed the truck,
called the police, police had...had set up a road block, found out that there was a
RAVE party going on in Lahaina, and we turned that one around with...with the
help of the police. So, yeah, we've very, very strict when it comes to minors.
And we do whatever we can within our jurisdiction.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, let me ask you this question. Do you think we need
to beef it up even more in lieu of statistics that are revealing to us, especially
minors?
MR. SILVA: I think probably more on the police side, as far as the crime reduction
units, because they have the authority to go into parks and they have the
authority to go...we...we're strictly in licensed premises.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: And...and we catch pretty...'cause the first thing we look for is young faces.
So, we don't really have the jurisdiction to go into other places to curtail the
minors, except when someone is selling.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: If...if I may continue this area?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You said that they go to other places to drink. Right now
we allow drinking in parks. Is this an area that...where a lot of minors drink that
you've been able to justify and, uh, with investigation con...have a conclusion?
MR. SILVA: I...1 don't think that it's that prevalent in the public parks. I think that the
minors, urn, uh, yeah, well they do drink in public parks, but not an...an exorbitant
amount. But, they do go to other places. I mean, they...they...they'll gather up
and then go to Big Beach or they'll gather up and they'll go to someplace where
there's not really, urn, noticeable. And so, uh, I don't know...l don't know but, if
there's a prevalent problems in...in the public parks, I...1 think the...the people
pretty much police the public parks.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So...so...so you're saying it is not an area that you would
need more help by asking you to hire more people and...and look at drinking?
You think that this is better served by the Police Department as you understand
the...the problem?
MR. SILVA: Yeah. Well, it's simply because we don't have jurisdiction in the public
parks, unless someone is there selling to the...to the minors.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Well, I...1 guess, my concern is, we've have some
accidents where we've lost young kids and...and...and most of it we've been told
have...they've been alcohol or alcohol within the vehicle or personnel, so that's, I
think, a big concern.
MR. SILVA: Yeah. And, you know, we investigate all...all aspects of...of any violations
that includes liquor. So, if there's an accident, we investigate to find out where
the liquor came from—anything to do, whether it's minors or adults or...or
whatever.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and in your violations, do you feel that the
punishment fits the crime in...in regards to how many incidences have you had
on the island—Lanai and Molokai included? Uh...can you show us some stats
where you've actually have found establishments in violation and...and has these
numbers risen?
MR. SILVA: Well...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That will be my last question. Thank you.
MR. SILVA: You know, lot of times we get criticized 'cause Maui, from all of the
counties, is the strictest County as far as liquor consumption is concerned.
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We're the only County that has the death penalty. In other words, we have the
four strikes and you're out. You serve four minors in a five-year period, you lose
your license. So for...for intoxicated people, in a five-year period, you lose your
license. In fact, we...as...as I said before, we were just criticized in the paper for
using Gestapo tactics. But it's not Gestapo tactics, it's just protecting the health,
safety, and welfare of the public. Our statistics has dropped drastically since
we've had the five, I mean, the four strikes and you're out, because now it...it,
you know, it's the livelihood. And licensees are very, very, uh, responsible
people. You'll find that just a small percentage out there that is going to go
beyond what it takes to make a dollar. But the majority of the licensees that we
work with, simply because of liability, they...they pretty much obey the law and
they pretty much abide by the rules.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I'm done.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Frank, are your positions all filled?
MR. SILVA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: How many you have
MR. SILVA: I have, uh, I have two investigator positions that in...are in arbitration right
now.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
MR. SILVA: And I have a Secretary to Boards and Commission that's open.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, you're recruiting for those?
MR. SILVA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
MR. SILVA: That's a continuous recruitment...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ...for the Secretary.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Because I...1 know we and the COW
Committee, you know, dis...discuss some, I guess, some disturbing things that
happened with liquor control officers and stuff like that, and...and I hope that
we've seen the last of that kind of situation and that, you know, the caliber of
people that you're be able to recruit now are...are of higher caliber and that your
boards or commissions that control you or control what happens are...are more
apt to jump on, at an early stage of something not...
MR. SILVA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...being right than to wait until it gets really bad, you
know, and it cause problems for the whole public because of that.
MR. SILVA: Well...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, I encourage you to move in that direction and
really, because it is such a plum position, the liquor patrol officer positions, that
you...that you are able to...to attract good people to those positions.
MR. SILVA: Well, you know, in that sense, what we did last year was I downgraded two
positions from LCO-I...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ...I downgraded even further to trainee positions, so that we have a
broader aspect to choose from, and we...we brought in two trainees. These , we
have to train for one year before they become LCO-I's and actually be able to go
out on the road.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: But doing this, we got two real good, high-quality people.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, that's great.
MR. SILVA: And, uh, that's...that's the things that we're, you know, we're looking at to
try and upgrade. I, uh, I can tell right now that I think the department that we
have right now is, uh, is the best. 1 11...111 match them up with any department
in...and—I don't know if you all know, but I'm president of the National
Conference of State Administrators and that's for the entire nation. And I put our
department up against anyone in the United States. So I think we have a damn
good department. I'm sorry, good department.
1
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Congratulations. Good.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Mr. Kane. Thank you. Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pass.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Kawano.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Frank, tell me one thing. I looking at this and I see
where you're expanding your service to Lanai and Molokai. Are the people
drinking more there or more bars opening or...or...
MR. SILVA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: ...what is that expansion?
MR. SILVA: No. No. There's not any more instances there than...than...than in the
past, but we have more people that we can put out on the road now. We have
the trainees that we can...we can put out so...so we can pay more attention to the
outside islands. But, uh, the outside islands, ironically, pretty much police
themselves. You know, if anything goes wrong on the island, somebody will tell
us, either another licensee or some member of the public.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: And this expansion is a monthly visit as far as your
program goes...
MR. SILVA: It's...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: ...to the outside island?
MR. SILVA: We...more than monthly.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Well, Frank, uh, another thing I was looking at, even
your...your air fare and your per diem and all that doesn't...is not going up, so I
was wondering how you guys are doing that?
MR. SILVA: Well, we...we project that we have enough money to, uh, for...for the per
diem and for the flights.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Okay. Well, I'm glad to hear that. I not bitch'n about
the service going to there, because I know we...they...they do have a lot of
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special things that happen and forget the license. You know many a times I had
to walk over there and try get them, so I appreciate that service. And thank you.
Thank you and Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Kawano. Mr. Silva if you could provide for
the Committee, uh, some information, please. On the enforcement cases, if you
could break down your violations, whether it comes from restaurants or it comes
from restaurant/bars or...or...or host...retailers, you know, we...we'd just like to
know where...where the violations are coming from. And, uh, the amount of
complaints and if it's coming from the bar establishments, it's coming from
retailers, if it's coming from restaurant-bar types of facilities. ...(pause)... You
have any comments regarding complaints, uh, from...from either public or your
licensees?
MR. SILVA: Most of the complaints we get are from the public. Very few from the
licensees. And basically, a lot of the complaints...majority of the complaints
consist of noise, and we do have, uh, uh, the ability to regulate the noise codes
and...and we do very strictly, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: But the complaints from noise has dropped drastically since we've drafted
rules to enforce the noise.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Very good. Uh...l don't know if you changed your...your program or
if it's part of your training program, Frank, your...your officers go out in teams
now of two...two...two-men teams versus individual, uh, uh, officers doing
their...doing their rounds?
MR. SILVA: No. We...we still go solo except for...we have two trainees now that are
not, uh, not trained. Well, they're...they're trained, but they're not allowed to go
out by themselves. So these two trainees...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ...do travel with one of the supervisors whenever they go out. We have
certain areas that we go into that we don't go in alone, basically, because of the
type of place there is. But, uh, normally, on a normal evening, the investigators
do go out solo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh. Okay. Mr. Silva, uh, has Finance made you aware that you
got $200,000 in a Liquor Educational Fund?
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MR. SILVA: Uh, yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you share with us if there's any type of programs you...you want
to initiate or you think you want to expand on that might assist with either
underage drinking or irresponsible driving under the influence?
MR. SILVA: We're, uh, we just spent some of the money, and what we did was bought
ID identification books and distributed those to all of the licensees. I think we
spent somewhere about $15 to $18,000...$13,500 for those books. In the future
we're looking at...to expanding our training program to be able to become more,
uh, we're pretty accessible now to all of the licensees, but our ID program, we're
...(pause)... that's about the...the biggest area that we need to expand on is to
help, you know...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ...the licensees learn how to spot the fake ID's. I'm sure you all saw in the
paperwork Congress passed a law that making it illegal for using the computer or
internet for ID and especially that, uh, taking out the disclaimers in the back of
the...the ID cards. So, uh, $200,000 in...in the...in our fund...l don't have...I don't
have any immediate projection as to how to spend that right now, but I'm sure
we'll be able to come up with some training programs for that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh. Are we having any big...big problems with our...our new,
urn, um, immigrant groups joining our community on Maui, whether they be the
Hispanic group or the South Pacific group or, uh, regular Asian groups? Do you
see any noticeable change in violations or...or concerns we should be aware of?
MR. SILVA: No. ...Not as far the...not as far as liquor violations, no.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Very good. Very good. Okay, members, the Chair would ask
if you have questions, ask them now. Uh, I'm just trying to get a sense...there
may be an opportunity for Mr. Silva's department to not be here for the second
round, if that's the desire of the Committee. Mr. Kawano, you had a question?
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Yeah. When...when you visit Molokai, where do you
operate from? And how do the people know that you guys gonna to be there?
MR. SILVA: How do they know that we're...we're there?
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Umm.
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MR. SILVA: We...we go into each licensed premises and...and identify ourselves and
tell them we're there. Or when we go in to give classes, we'll tell them by letter
that we're coming, so they can get everybody together and we can go and give a
class at the, uh...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: No, uh, I was thinking about the public know, you
know, the public wants to maybe talk story with you guys or something like
that...or have a complaint or whatever or appraisal or whatever.
MR. SILVA: Now, we normally...we normally try not to make it known that we're
coming. ...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Oh, oh, I see. ...(laughter)... Thank you. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. ...(laughter)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I...I really appreciate what you're doing and I...I
know it's not good to warn because I know that Tobacco Free Partnership which I
was a group, you know, member of their group, too, sometimes they would do
sting operations with...which they were highly criticized for, incidentally. But, I
think, kind of along the lines that Wayne and also Riki, we...there was a, I think it
was in cooperation with the Police Department, too, and Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers, there...there was a very good program for educating sometimes the teen
population, in general. And I don't know if that's really in your area that you
might want to partner at some point, but I would just ask you possibly to consider
that as one of the educational areas to...as a preventive thing, so they won't be
coming in and presenting their fake ID's. Because the kids actually, in their little
presentations, they did these mock skits, they came out with some really
innovative ways for getting liquor. So that's just a suggestion.
MR. SILVA: We...we try and participate as much as we can. The...our problem is we
cannot expend any funds unless it has to do with licensees. So, even when we
go out to Project PAU or we go as a...as a speaker to one of these programs, we
go on our vacation...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ... because we...we're...we're very restrictive as to how we can spend the
funds, so.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I really appreciate that and I thank you for your efforts.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I want to, you know, commend
you folks for your efforts to monitor fake ID's 'cause I can foresee that as an
increasing problem with all the new technology that's out there—these ID's can
really look, uh, you know, look like the real thing. Have you folks, uh, I guess you
folks do send like undercover people or people who pose as minors out to the
establishments every now and then to monitor to see how the applicants are
doing...
MR. SILVA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ...as far as checking into the ID's of these, uh, citizens?
MR. SILVA: We have in the past, and we have rules that specify how...how to go about
doing that, and we do that not only with minors but even with our investigators,
we'll...we'II send them out in slippers and tank tops and they hang around the
parking lots and...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. SILVA: ...and check on the...the "shoulder tappers." So, yes, yes we do.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Good. Is that...is that...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: "Shoulder tappers," yeah, I like that. ...(laughter)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: That's a good phrase...great phrase there, Frank.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And I...1 disagree with the...those who say it's Gestapo
tactics. I think, uh, safety is the primary concern of this...
MR. SILVA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ...community, and I thank you guys for doing that...
MR. SILVA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ...for making sure that...
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MR. SILVA: And one more thing, if I can...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ...pre...see...
MR. SILVA: ...if I can mention that, uh, Department of Liquor Control - Maui has been selected
to host the National Conference of State Liquor Administrators this year, and we're
hosting that down at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, and that's going to be from June 10 th to the
14 th . And so, we will be notifying the members of the Council, too, if they'd like to attend
the conference. It's a real...really good conference.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Oh, right on.
MR. SILVA: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Congratulations on...on that, Frank.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Molina. Mr. Nishiki, anything?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Nope.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: It's okay with me if they don't come back.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Actually, I love seeing Frank . ...(laughter)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Kane. Thank you. Mr. Carroll. Thank you. Mr. Kawano,
thank you. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I...1 don't need them to return either, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anything else? Mr. Molina.
One quick last one, Frank. We just had that mega-cruise liner, Infinity, moor outside of
Lahaina, uh, as a port call. Do we, I know you folks have...have some work to do with
them. Can you tell us what kind of revenue, if anything, you folks derive from a ship that
visits us like that?
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MR. SILVA: They, uh, they apply for liquor license, uh, and, uh, who...who ...(inaudible)...
applies for that? ...(asking Mr. Mukai)...
MR. MUKAI: ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: The ship, uh, warden?
MR. SILVA: We do...we do issue them, uh, uh, be...vessel license. I'm sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. ...Uh, what kind moneys we talking about—like $500.
MR. SILVA: Oh, no, not even. It's like $25 a day.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, regardless of the size of the vessel, it's just $25 a day?
MR. SILVA: Right. It's...it's a vessel license, so it doesn't matter if it carries, uh, 50 or...
CHAIR HOKAMA: One, or ten thousand?
MR. SILVA: Yes. ...(laughter)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that information. Okay, members, seeing there's no
other questions at this time—if you do have, again, forward it to the staff and we'll
transmit it to Mr. Silva and the department for a response.
Okay. At this time, we want to thank you, Frank, and...
MR. SILVA: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...for coming before the Committee. Members, any announcements at this
time? If not, we will have an early lunch. We will get back at 1:30 with the Office of
Management, uh, giving their overview and then we have a 6 p.m. meeting tonight in
Kula. This meeting is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS: 11:29 a.m.
RECONVENE: 1:32 p.m.
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
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CHAIR HOKAMA: The Budget and Finance Committee will come to order. ...(pause)...
Members, this afternoon we have the Department of Management. And before we start
with Mr. Chun, Budget Director any opening comments?
MS. YOSHIMURA: No comments at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Members, this afternoon we have Mr. Grant Chun,
managing director for the County of Maui, and he will, at this time, present his budget
overview.
MR. CHUN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good afternoon, everyone.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good afternoon.
MR. CHUN: Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to present our small piece of the
budget pie. I...1 and I do mean small piece—actually, to put all into perspective, the
Department of Management's budget is less than 1 percent of the County's budget as a
whole. We have, um, for the purposes of expediency, put together a very short Power
Point presentation which has been circulated, and I'd like to direct your attention to the
wall to my left here, and I'll run through that presentation. We'll be running through
some of our, um, urn, departmental highlights and summarizing the...the budget request
for the coming fiscal year.
Just on a very high level, our mission is to act as the principal management aide to the
Mayor in the accomplishment of the Countywide mission and vision. Basically, our task
is to improve customer service. As you all know from past meetings and discussions
we've had, our department is separated into four separate divisions—small divisions,
but still divisions. The first being Administration; the second is our Management
Information Systems section which is headed by Mr. Jacob Verkerke, our MIS manager;
the third section is our Geographic Information System, headed by Mr. Bill Medeiros,
who you all have worked with and know very well; and the final division of our
department is Energy Management, which is headed by Mr. Kal Kobayashi.
Just some highlights to bring you up-to-date on accomplishments of the department
and...and things we feel are noteworthy that have occurred in the past year. As you
know, the Geographic Information System's program has been successfully established
here in the County of Maui. What that has meant is there has been a real substantial
increase in the number and complexity of the usage of the GIS system by the various
agencies and departments here in the County. And there's really been a, urn, a
real...a...a steep curve increasing the recognition, I think, and...of the importance of this
as a tool in many, many diverse arenas.
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Of course, the Council understands the value of this tool in it's own workings, through
the various Land Use matters that it considers. However, until very recently, many
agencies did not have the access and the ability to tap into this wonderful resource.
The, um, there's been a substantial increase in the number of County agencies that use
GIS—an increase from three to ten—and I'll run through you...run you through some of
those details a little bit later on as far as which agencies those are.
Of course, the GIS group is heavily involved in the community plan update support for
the Council, been instrumental in the street addressing project, helping emergency
services in the rural areas of our community. Essentially, the philosophy behind GIS as,
urn, we're...we're pursuing it within this department, is to provide a service agency
scope of duties that allows for various agencies in the Council to seek out specific work
product from the G...GIS group, and also to provide tech support to build the, urn, uh,
the...the user knowledge and the level of expertise Countywide that exists in the various
agencies. Next slide please, Bill.
In the MIS arena we're real pleased with the successful deployment of MIS manpower
and expertise to provide agency sup...support Countywide. As you recall, there were
some grave concerns with the Y2K situation and the, uh, those concerns, of course, as
you all know, were handled very professionally and effisunt...efficiently and without, urn,
without consequence. Of course, the MIS group is heavily involved in our SERV
initiatives, there's been a heavy initiative on user training to raise the level, again, of
expertise within our user groups to improve, you know, the efficiency of our service
delivery as a whole. There's been a growth in the County's wide-area network and, urn,
again, the tech support and the project assistance function out of MIS has seen a lot
more usage and we feel there's been increasing buy-in of the help desk function.
In Energy Management, of course, you all, like I mentioned, are very, very familiar with
Kal Kobayashi, whose been working closely with the Council. Of course, Kal is involved
with the County Energy Plan, he's been involved with the Council's Subcommittee on
Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation, the Biodiesel Demonstration Project is
another key initiative that the Energy Management section has been involved in. Kal's
been working with the State Energy Council in the arena of energy emergency
management and, of course, the Maui Electric Integrated Resource Planning. The input
that has been provided by the County has essentially been spearheaded and, urn,
by...by Kal, and he's been a tremendous resource to the County in this regard.
The next sl...slide shows a high-level overview of the budget request for the Department
of Management for the coming year. The budget request totals about $2.5 million and
is broken down into the...the various sections. Uh, 1.6 million of that amount is for the
MIS section; 436,000 is reflected in the Administration budget; 68,000 in Energy; and
390,000 in GIS.
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Uh, going section by section, and under Administration, generally, the...the goal of the
Administration section of this department is to focus on the supervision of the operating
departments and on the...and supervision of the services that are of Countywide-scope
and not necessarily appropriately situated or siloed in any one department. You'll note
from the budget request for this year that under the Administration section of the budget
there is a request to amend the personnel count from 4.0 to 5.5 E/P, and this is not a
request that is made for new bodies or the hiring of new personnel. Essentially,
the...this request is made to allow us to harness the talents of existing personnel and
deploy them better in a coun...in a Countywide fashion.
Specifically, we're asking to transfer from the Department of Housing and Human
Concerns a Construction Manager by the name of Mr. Jay Buzianis and that would
account for the increase from four to five individuals. Most of our departments, as you
are well aware, are not involved in the CIP arena. Con...construction management
expertise, however, is still needed for the departments that engage in CIP, not on a
regular...not in the regular course of business, but as a...as a...as a key in their
expansion and deployment of services throughout the County. Examples of this are the
construction of the Lanai Police Station, Wailea Fire Station and the West Maui Senior
Center. These are all projects, of course, that are initiated by the...the various
departments from which service...who will be providing service in those facilities who,
essenti...departments which essentially lack the construction management...project
management expertise that they'll need. Jay is a Construction Manager, like I said,
housed in the Department of Housing and Human Concerns and the transfer of Jay to
the Department of Management will allow us, again to deploy that expertise on a wider,
more comprehensive Countywide basis. Next slide.
The increase from...from five to p...5.5 is accomen...is accounted for by our request to
pr...provide General Fund support for 50 percent of Mr. Kal Kobayashi's salary. Kal is
our Energy Coordinator and, as you all know, he's a very talented individual with much
to offer. Prior to this request, the energy program has completely...had been completely
funded by Federal grants and that, uh, essentially hamstrings our ability to utilize Kal to
his...the fullest of his abilities. So, we are proposing General Fund support for 50
percent of Kal's salary and this will free up more of the grant funds for energy programs.
And I'll run you through a slide that shows the breakdown in a minute.
So, overall, just in sub-summation for the...for the Administration section of this budget,
the breakdown is $343,612 for salaries and wages, and the balance of 92,800 for
operations. In the MIS arena, the budget request is about $1.6 million. We are not
requesting any increase in personnel this year. The budget increases that are reflected
in the budget are primarily attributable to software upgrades and equipment purchases
such as, you know, the equipment that support will need for the fiber optic system that's
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going in Countywide, as well as upgrades and replacements that are needed to our
Maui server. Next slide.
So that...so the, urn, as a result, the budget for MIS will kind of look like this. Again, a
total of $1.6 million; 504,000 attributable to salaries and wages; 497,000 to operations;
and 617,000 to equipment. We have 13 people in this...in this division, by the way.
In the Geographic Information Systems arena, again, as I mentioned previously, we've
seen tremendous growth in the use of the Geographic Information System's tool—
something that I really don't need to educate you Council members on because you're
one of the...the top clients, so to speak, of the GIS group. But since, uh, in the time
period from March of 2000 to current March of 2001, you can see the increase in the
Countywide use of this very valuable tool. In addition, uh, and...and the top section
which outlines Water, Wastewater, Planning, LUCA, et cetera, refers to tech support
that's occurring as well as some service provision...product provision by the GIS group
that is being provided. In addition, services and product are provided to the Council,
Economic Development, Mayor's Office, Finance, Corp. Counsel, et cetera. ...(tape
change)... that what we've come to recognize and I think that what the Council
probably—I don't need to tell you all about—is that this arena offers tremendous
potential...tremendous potential as a tool for our decision-making process and for us to
do our work better.
And it's for that reason that the one real substantive change to my budget or...or the
Department of Management's budget for the coming year is to request permission to
create this one entry-level expansion position, a GIS Analyst I position. We see the
justification for this project as being many fold. Just to run you through that rationale,
of...of course, there's the potential for the use of this increased manpower in the Smart
Growth arena. We see potential cost savings in the realm of efficiency; shorter public
hearings; better information; more informed discussions as a result; potential cost
avoidance in the hazard mitigation area. GIS is a tremendous tool and one that we can
deploy and leverage all the better with adequate staffing. And finally, there's always the
potential for revenue generation. GIS is a tremendous tool in the arena of being able to
compare appraisal data for comparable properties in similar areas.
The total budget then as a result for Geographic Informas...Information Systems looks
like this. The increase reflects operations expenditures of $225,000 in addition to last
years request and that those expenditures are attributable to aerial photos and
parcel-base maps which we would like to acquire to help them build the database for
GIS and, of cous...course, also, the pie-chart you'll see next, will reflect the increase in
E/P. So, again, the increase in E/P is reflected in the total salaries and wages budget of
111,000. Operations budget is increased by approximately 225,000 over last year and
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that, again, is attributable to the parcel maps and the aerial photos which we would like
to acquire to build our system. Next slide.
In the Energy Management arena, as I mentioned, there is grant funding that we have
receive year in and year out and we'll continue to receive in the coming year $68,000.
The request to fund Kal Kobayashi's position, um, as I referenced earlier, is consistent
with actually what all other counties are doing. We're...we, up until this point, have been
the only county not to par...partially fund this person, this position with...with General
Funds. And the balance, because we will continue to receive the same amount in grant
funds, the balance of the grant funds will be available for energy programs for this
County. So the pie chart on the Energy Management Division's budget looks like this
with the $21,000 going to salaries and wages and appro...approximately 46,000
available for operations and programs and the E/P in this arena is .5 since .5 has gone
into the Administration section.
Essentially that's the...the budget. As I said, it's not one of the more complicated pieces
of the budget ordinance that you'll be reviewing, and I appreciate your time. Again, I
think we're all in this for the same purpose, and that's to provide "Quality Seamless
Service Now and for the Future." Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chun. Okay, members, we'll open it up for questions to
Mr. Chun. And let's see, where do we start off with? Mr. Kawano, Ms. Johnson,
Mr. Molina, we'll start with you this afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Can I pass this round? I had discussions with Grant earlier, so
I'll probably come up with something later, so I can yield the mike for now to Mr. Nishiki
and when we come back later, I'll have something.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That's fine. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Grant, you're asking for an expansion position in GIS?
MR. CHUN: Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What kinds of skills does this person have to have and isn't
there any way you can have some lateral movement from another department?
MR. CHUN: Well, I've...I've got Bill Medeiros here address the first part of that...that question.
But, urn, the second part of your question, yeah, there's...there's always that
opportunity. What we would do once we have the ability to hire for the position, of
course, is do a recruitment and folks from other departments who meet the
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qualifications would be free to apply and be part of the process. But if you...you'd like to
Bill to answer that...the first part of the question, I could...I could ask him to do so now.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Grant, you know, the reason why l...l...l'm trying to qualify the
movement and supposedly we're going to have more efficiency in County government,
my...my question is, do you see by serving all the different agencies, the ability for us to
reduce...count in another department because the system or because of our efficiency
now?
MR. CHUN: Over the long term, there may be that potential, Mr. Nishiki. At this point, the GIS
Division is one of the very few growth areas, if you will, of...of our County's
infrastructure. Right now we only have two employees in that division, and that work
that they've done has been, uh, pretty incredible, but we really feel that it can grow
exponentially—that the...the...their...their work as a resource to this organization can
grow exponentially with an increase in...in head count. Would you like Mr. Medeiros...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. CHUN: ...to address that question?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: 111...1 11 allow Bill. Bill, maybe...maybe because you've become
such an expert in GIS—how did you become that way?
1

MR. MEDEIROS: Is it...the question was, how did I become that way?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.
MR. MEDEIROS: Or why? ...(chuckle)...
MR. CHUN: And the minimum qualifications.
MR. MEDEIROS: Okay. First, just to touch on minimum qualifications. The position is entry
level. So what we're looking for is somebody that's absolutely pretty much fresh out of
college, maybe with...with a year or less of experience. We want sort of somebody we
can bring in and sort of train and teach them GIS instead of, urn, build that expertise
level with somebody kind of new. In terms of how we got into this, urn, urn, pretty much
because the job we did at Planning—this is for both Wally and I—required us to find a
new tool. You know, the...the work load is such that we had so much work to do that we
had to find an efficient way to do it and, urn, we...we did couple attempts at GIS and
finally in '97 we were successful. And so, we sort of come...came into that OJT, on the
job training, and kinda learned that. And, uh, I think, of what we're looking for is just
an...an entry-level person, bring 'em in right out of college and sort of train them.
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Essentially, at some point, when we're done, hopefully, this person will be still with the
County—can kinda take over too, but I think it's just a matter just bringing in somebody
new and get some help for us, for Wally and I.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm done. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Thank you. I know you said it's 1 percent of the...the
pie—small piece, but it's still increases like 47 percent over last year, totally. In your
management or in the Administration budget, you talked about the 1.5 E/P, so you're
counting the, uh, Project Coordinator position as one and the .5 is the other half of Kal?
Is...
MR. CHUN: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...is that the 1.5? Okay. You know, there used to be a CIP
Coordinator in the Mayor's Office or Management? What happened to that position?
That was the one held by Jeff Chang. Where did that go?
MR. CHUN: Well, to...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I mean, I know it went to Parks, but I understand it's not there
any more.
MR. CHUN:
Well, Jeff Chang is...is currently temporarily assigned to the Planning
Department.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh. And so, you're not...you're not going to bring him back
as CIP Coordinator because that's what his job was, uh, for? And he coordinated, you
know, some of the projects like the Courthouse Project and some other projects in Maui
County.
MR. CHUN: Yeah. Our intention is to allow him to continue his service in...in the Planning
Department.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: In the Planning Department?
MR. CHUN: Yeah. Yeah. And just to clarify, actually Jeff was transferred to the out...outside
of the...this office by...by the previous Administration.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh. Okay. Okay. That's my one question for this round.
...(chuckle)...
MR. CHUN: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to move to the, uh, energy.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Uh...Grant, by making this partially
funded...and this is the—Mr. Chair, this is a two-part question and same...along the
same line though—that won't cause any risk to the grant as far as us losing any part of
that grant because now we're going to be using 20 somewhat thousand from General
Funds to pay for Mr. Kobayashi's half position? Are we gonna...is that going to affect
the grant process in any way?
MR. CHUN: Uh, we're not anticipating that it will, Mr. Kane. As I mentioned, the other, urn, uh,
other counties are already, urn, have employed the scenario that we're suggesting and
we're all, actually, urn, pretty levelly funded across the board with that same amount.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Do you have a justification why you wouldn't just go with a full
funding from General Fund and still apply for those grants for projects and that would
take away any type of limitations that Kal may have from the grant process and...
MR. CHUN: We could go that route. The reason why we chose the 50 percent scenario is
because, obviously, a good deal of Kal's efforts are focused in the energy arena
anyway. So we though that, uh, at least for the...for the first year we could try this and,
urn, see whether or not in the future it might be justifiable to...to, you know, request that
he be completely be G-funded. But for the first year, again, since he's involved with the
IRP and the...the Energy Subcommittee and er...uh, Emergency Energy Planning, et
cetera, we though that it would make sense to do a 50 percent split.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair, urn, again, my concern will be ce...l guess, limitations
of utilizing the grant moneys for...for Mr. Kobayashi as far as being able to, I guess,
express himself. How else...I don't know how else I can put it. You don't see that as a
problem in any way by still utilizing part of that grant money for...for Kal and his function
with the County? In other words, do you see any compromises there by us using part of
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that grant money as...as salary and; therefore, limiting his, and I think you used the
word, uh, utilizing his full potential?
MR. CHUN: Personally, I don't because the thing is...the thing with the Federal grant moneys
is that whether we use it for...we use the Federal grant moneys for programs or
personnel, it comes with the same, you know, conditions essentially. And I've never
known Kal to be one to not say what he thought anyway, so that's not a problem.
...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Grant. ...(chuckle)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...(laughter)... Mr. Kane, we'll just say whenever he speaks on behalf of the
County he's on the County's funding. ...(laughter)... Mister...Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Along the same line, Grant, can you explain to me why...why
Kal is limited in the position with the funding now—is why couldn't we continue funding
it, uh, this...?
MR. CHUN: We could, but to the extent that any of his activities are not, uh, could broadly be
described as energy related, we're not supposed to. So, if wanted to use him to, uh, oh,
I don't know, urn, do something that isn't...that...that has nothing to do with
ener...theoretically, urn, urn, a gray area, I guess, that...that, urn, that...that Kal, urn, may
engage in from time to time would be, you know, a special project that might arise,
assistance in...in the project impact realm that is not specifically energy related. You
know...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Let me...let me ask you this is a little bit different way, same
question, basically, but to minimize time.
MR. CHUN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What proportion of his job right now, Grant, do you foresee
as not being in the ener...energy area?
MR. CHUN: Right now.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah.
MR. CHUN: No proportion of his time right now, because we're in compliance with the grant.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That's what I meant. What proportion do you foresee...?
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MR. CHUN: Do I foresee?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah.
MR. CHUN: Up to 50 percent, which is why I think that the request is reasonable.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So you think right now that he has...is a full plate?
MR. CHUN: I think he does, but I think that the, urn, uh, our ability, like I said, this is a talented
individual, a very knowledgeable individual, and not only knowledgeable in the energy
realm. And so I think our ability to, you know, leverage those talents is hamstrung to a
degree by the fact that he's, you know, funded only by this Federal Energy Grant.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, is the...the reason I'm questioning in this area
is because if we're going to be creating funding, uh, from General Funds for this
position, where it could be completely out of the energy area, I think we need to have
justification as to why we would be doing this when his position is energy management.
That...that's where I'm going with these questions and, urn, maybe Kal can explain, you
know, why you can't do it—what you're doing in this area—and be in violation of the
requirements? If you...you already have a full time, this full workload and that's 100
percent of your job, and you have a full workload, it would seem that that would be the
appropriate place to...to fund it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Administration.
MR. KOBAYASHI: You're correct, I do have full workload. My workload...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Kal, introduce yourself, please, for the record.
MR. KOBAYASHI: ...is not...I'm sorry. I'm Kal Kobayashi. I manage the energy programs for
the County. I would characterize my program as being peaks and valleys. It's not flat,
although it is full, there are times that, I believe, I can contribute to other areas that are
related to energy. For example, project impact. I've been involved with energy
emergency mitigation activities. Sometimes it's very difficult to split off the energy from
the non-energy and it'll just be cleaner if I could get into whatever area needed to be
addressed as opposed to having to be put into a box and say, my job ends here with
energy even though it's related in a way.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And...and that's...that's what I'm failing to...to understand
because everything that you...that's been brought up so far, relates to energy as well.
So, Mr. Chairman, that...that's where I have my confusion in this. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Arakawa and Mr. Kane have already
brought up my concerns that I had about energy program, but I would like to say that, to
Administration that I would hope that they would use Kal full time for energy until we get
to the point where we have a policy in place. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Mr. Kawano.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Two of my questions that I had
were asked. One by Charmaine about Jeff Chang. I just wanted to find out where did
they put him after they took him out of that CIP 'cause he went back to Planning. I think
that's where he started and then I think now he's back there. But, uh, one thing I'd like
to ask, you have enough room upstairs or what for all these people that you moving
around?
MR. CHUN: Actually, Kal...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Tell us where they're housed currently then, Grant.
MR. CHUN: Okay. Urn, urn, Mr. Kawano, Kal Kobayashi is housed on the 6 th floor and he'll
continue to be...continue to be housed there. Jay Buzianis is also housed on the 6 th
floor...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: I see.
MR. CHUN: ...and he...he can remain there as well. And, of course, the GIS, uh, urn, uh, the
new position is GI...GIS would be in the same space as Bill Medeiros, which is in the
Planning Department building.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And MIS?
MR. CHUN: MIS is on the 6 th floor also.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Oh, so they not right...okay.
MR. CHUN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: So, I...1 know where they at ...(inaudible)... but, uh,
Mr. Chairman, I know about Kal. I...I'm glad to see that they're under, where Kal is...at
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least under us that we can talk story now, 'cause I think the last time, he...he sort of, his
little the kind was tied down, uh, the people that he wanted to share but couldn't share.
but I was hoping that we would cover him fully. But, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kawano. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You don't have any questions, Mr. Chairman? ...(chuckle)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: I...I do, but please...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Uh...
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The one area, I think the...only the question and it's only
because I'm new on the Council, I just would like a brief explanation of what actually the
Wide Area Network—is that our internet service? And what does it really encompass,
so that I have a better understanding of that particular aspect?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Chun. You feel comfortable? You want someone else to
respond regarding the WAN?
MR. CHUN: Yeah. You know, I'm sorry, uh, Jacob Verkerke is not here. He...he was, uh,
scheduled to be here last Wednesday, when we were originally scheduled
...(chuckle)..., but he's...he's on a family vacation. I, um, I don't want to waste the
Council's time with my own version of gobbledygook, but I if...if it's all right with the
Chair, I'll be happy to have Mr. Verkerke prepare a response in writing to that question?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Would that be...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That...that would be fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...would be fine, Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just basically want an overview so that I knew what...what
we were really looking at in terms of services we're trying to...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ...to deliver to the community.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I have a question for Mr. Chun. Grant,
on 11-4 regarding number of support calls under Management Information Systems, I'm
to assume that these are the number of requests made for help with computers and
other related, uh, I guess, equipment?
MR. CHUN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I noticed dramatic increases from Fiscal Year 2000...2001 to
2002 almost, you know, not doubling but, you know, pretty large amounts. What do you
attribute this increase to? Is it the new equipment, I guess, that more calls are coming
in or?
MR. CHUN: Yeah. Actually that's a good thing.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. CHUN: Because the whole point of the, uh, organization of the Management Information
Systems section has been to encourage and change the mind-set of the employees to
use the Help Desk as opposed to, um, trying to fix things themselves or as opposed to
waiting until somebody makes their rounds, somebody from MIS makes their rounds or
as opposed to making, urn, uh, having an unrelek...realistic expectation that MIS service
personnel is going to be at hand, readily at hand at every single department at every
single moment of...in time. So actually it's been a real concerted effort on the part of the
MIS group to encourage and sort of, urn, um, amend the mind-set, if you will, of...of our
users to use the Help Desk more readily. And so that...that's essentially the...the
reason I think for the increase.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Molina. Let's see now, Mr. Chun. Explain to us if
you can this afternoon, Mr. Chun, with you GIS request and expansion, how this all fits
into the SERV project?
MR. CHUN: GIS is a service agency, a service bureau under the Department of Management,
and as such, as with the Management Information Systems section, the...the GIS
section is called upon to provide user support and mapping by product, if you will, in a
variety of different arena to a variety of different agencies and programs, including the
SERV project. So the, uh, uh, in my view, the GIS section has been a very valuable tool
in that regard to the extent that, uh, through the SERV project initiatives, such as
the...the street numbering in the rural areas where emergency services has been, urn,
urn, deployed and...and...and advanced significantly. I mean, that...that would not have
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occurred but for the, uh, you know the va...the valuable assistance and talents of
the...the GIS personnel.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So then, can we assume that part of the...with...with the MIS
pro...Division, your Management Information Division, that the request is part of an
overall plan that you folks have in place and that this is fulfilling one phase of the...of the
plan implementation? Is that how we're to look at your request?
MR. CHUN: Yeah. Exactly. The, urn, urn, particularly, for the disciplines that are housed in
the Department of Management organizationally, we...we...we take a rather holistic
approach and attitude towards the deployment of our services and the manner in which
they can be used as tools for advancing our goals on a...on a Countywide basis. And
so, urn, I would answer your question the affirmative—that this is part of the, you know,
the old...the broad infrastructure we need to improve customer service as a whole.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, the intent—the basic intention is to...can we assume one, it's to
upgrade the whole County's IT equipment to get up to speed? Is...is that...this is part of
that overall goal?
MR. CHUN: Definitely. And...and that's reflected specifically in the...in the budget line items.
As I mentioned earlier, although no increases are requested to the "A" account, the
salaries and wages account in MIS, in the operations and equipment arena, there are
increased attributable to the...the upgrading and replacement of the...of the servers that
provide our network with the support it needs, as well as the inst...the acquisition and
installation of the...the "hubs," sort of speak, to really successfully leverage and deploy
the...the fiber optic system that Time-Warner is installing throughout our County.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, we can understand where...where we are, this is Phase II of
how may phase project, Mr. Chun?
MR. CHUN: I'm not sure I understand your question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I'm counting last year because it's part of...this is part of SERV. We
put in a big chunk of money last year to get SERV kicked off the ground, start ro...to
start rolling, and so for your area of responsibility, I consider this the next phase,
Phased II. So, where are we? In what phase—like this is Phase II of a six-phase
program? And I'm asking for quarter million dollars of expansion funds this year which
is, uh, out of a total ballpark request of $2 million. I mean, I'm just trying to understand
what is this request in relation to what you're trying to achieve.
MR. CHUN: Are you referring to the MIS budget?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. CHUN: The increase in the operations and equipment? Is that...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. Yes.
MR. CHUN: ...is that your specific area? Okay. ...(pause)... I...1 don't know, I don't think of
the request as...as Phase II in a x-number of phase plan so much as I mentioned, urn, I
see the request as being a logical extension of the need to support our County's
infrastructure to provide better customer service, uh, in general. But specifically, to
make reference to the increases in the budget, uh, a lot of a signficanmuh...significant
amount of that increase is attributable to the, uh, urn, virus-scanning software,
upgrading of our licenses of our Maui server, upgrading of desk-top software, urn,
Oracle license for our software. You know, we've been able to keep our interface with
GIS, so it's a...it's a variety of initiatives that support the, again, the overriding goal of
improving our...our posture as a customer-service organization.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I just want you to be aware of it because maybe for you and your
people that deal with it on a more regular basis, it kinda is so simple and clear to you,
but those of us that don't deal with it on a regular basis, uh, is...may...may not be that
simple..
MR. CHUN: Umm...l understand.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...for us to unders...equate your request to what we're going to get out of it
for...for that value of dollars we're putting into the program. Okay. Who...who's next.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Me.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. You know, I guess I'm sort of dumbfounded also
because at every area, or may more here, we see this half a million dollars. One being
GIS and operations, quarter million and then MIS another quarter million dollar...oh,
more than that. Yeah, another quarter million in...in expansion and equipment, Grant.
And so this is under the guise that we're going to have better customer service and
we're going to improve the County. And we're buying this pie, and I am not confused,
but I am concerned that when does this end? And so maybe I'll start with Bill Medeiros.
In the GIS, um, what phase is this or what...whatever you'll want to call it? How much
money do you intend on spending for this system until it becomes running, should we
say? What is...what are you looking at? This is what? The first...second year? What
about next year and the next year? Do you have a final budget that you're looking at?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Administration.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What is this plan?
MR. MEDEIROS: It's actually we...we don't have a final budget of say, like a five-year plan.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What do you hope to ask us next year?
MR. MEDEIROS: Well, uh, the...the key is of the items from this year's budget, the two big
ticket items are one-time expenses. There is ev...we've requested money for
purchasing either aerial or satellite photography for the entire County. That's about
$125,000. So as you've seen in the movies, the...not in the movies...the meetings that
we've had and...and there have always been a question of when we're going to get
aerial photography for the entire County? And so that's one of the things we've
requested. So that's about a $125,000. And that, for the most part, is a one-time
expense. You may require, at some time in the future, in areas that are high-growth
areas, to occasionally go back and reshoot those areas. So, in the case of Kihei,
portions of Wailuku, uh, perhaps West Maui, you may want to shoot periodically—every
three years, every five years, whatever—but right now, all we want to do is just get
photography in hand.
The other large item is acquisition which is the...essentially an outright purchase of the
parcel maps that we use now. The cur...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: A what?
MR. MEDEIROS: The parcel maps...the parcel-based maps that we use, the TMK maps. We
have digital parcel maps that we license, and we pay an annual update fee to get each,
you know, the...the new parcel data. I think in the long term—in the short term that is
the best way to go. It is the cheapest one, is just to license it and just pay whatever
these guys want. In the long term the best thing is to purchase it outright and have the
County then update it and that we...it'll be come our resource and we could then give it
to anybody that we want, to consultants, whatever we want to do with it.
Right now when we license, we license for County agencies only—people outside the
County, we cannot give them the parcel information at all. I mean, they have to go
through the company that owns it.
So those are the two big items. That's 225,000 right there.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. That...that's what concerns me, Bill.
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MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, when does this end, because it seems like you're
actually not doing it yourself with your own warm body. You're doing it with money to
hire outside help to help you achieve this. So, aren't you paying a company or people
that have expertise in...in to getting this data that you have under operations?
MR. MEDEIROS: We're...we're purchasing a product, okay, so. No matter what, in...in the
case of aerial photography, it's something that we cannot do anyway, internally. And so
our idea is to just to out and purchase it. What we've been...we're...we're doing up to
now is we find aerial photos that somebody has flown at some point in the past. We
scan them and reregister them ourselves...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. MEDEIROS: ...but when you depend on that, you don't have Countywide coverage, you
only have areas that have been flown in the past, and so they're usually coastal areas
and some of that. So, we've been pretty good about finding these things freeze up to
now. But generally what happens if you have no control over the date...when it was
done. So, most of the stuff is in the community plan process is from 1993. Right after
Iniki, they shot aerial...coastal photography. When they shot Kauai's damage, they shot
the rest of the counties as well, and so we use that data. So it's from '93, early '93.
And so our idea was just to go out and purchase a new base. Now, the base lets us do
a lot of stuff in-house. So in the case of the roads that the Police Department is working
on, we kinda need the photos to match the roads up to what's actually on the ground.
Some roads have changed, some roads have not. In the case of the Manele Road, the
new Manele Road, we actually GPS'd that many, many moons ago and we actually got
that over to Police. So having the base data let's us build data on top of that. So, we're
still going to be doing work in terms of creating the data that we need. It's just that
there's certain things that we cannot provide internally and we have to go out for that.
And, again, the...the...once we get the photos—that's what we want. If at some point in
the...in the future people want updates, we can work that out. But our intent is not every
year to ask for $125,000 for photos—no way. I mean, our idea is to just get that base,
you know, we'll use that to develop our data on top of that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, you know, I can...l can appreciate
technology and...and making government more effective
and...and...and...and...and...and...and the selling tool for this Administration has been
this. And so now we're buying into what we consider this ...(pause)... whatever program
that they're setting up for us. But I, you know, the...the...the final ticket is what bothers
me because who knows what...what it's going to be next year. And...and I don't
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personally have a clear understanding of the phasing in and...and the amount of money.
And I don't know how much of it really is paying consultants. You know, it comes in
under our program budget, fine. But, personally, myself, I'm not bought into the fact that
we're getting the most efficient use of these dollars. And...and Bill, let me ask you this.
Any of this work, does it go out for bid, or is it all with one company? Do you go out for
bid when you pursue...
MR. MEDEIROS: The...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...spending this money?
MR. MEDEIROS: The photos would have to be RFQ, uh, RFQ'd and RFP'd because there are
several people that actually have that. Okay. So, I mean there are several sources you
can go to. And further, the parcel data, we license from GDSI, uh, GSI, is sort of...still in
operation, but they've...they've in..in the...in the process of being bought out and so we
may not ...(chuckle)... have that resource, but they're the only folks that have the parcel
data for the neighbor islands. So, I mean, an RFP, urn, doesn't make any sense
because they're the only...they're the sole source. So, in the case of those two items,
one is a sole source, the other we would RFP.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Anyway, Mr. Chairman, 1...I...1 don't understand it all, but like
you said, and yet 1...I...I...1 have concerns over this dollar amount that's going to be
poured in , you know. Bill, did you answer my question about what is your
spending ticket going to be for next year?
MR. MEDEIROS: Well, I don't think next year we're going to have any large-ticket data that
we're going to buy.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well...
MR. MEDEIROS: So, obviously, the photos and the parcels, once we get them, that'll be it.
We may ask for equipment because at some point, you know, you have to keep up with
the equipment, and I wouldn't rule out us asking for positions, because right now, we're
still discussing how and who we're going to update mapping for the County. And it may
be us, it may be Real Property, it may be Subdivisions or maybe all three of those
agencies. 'Cause all of them produ...will need...need to produce digital mapping and
whoever it's going to be is going to have to look long and hard internally because, uh,
one of the things we're finding is that nobody's really got extra positions. You know,
and so that's one of those things. So, I mean, to be truthful, uh, we're not going to
come in for big data request next year. We're going to have...if we get this data, we're
going to be busy enough anyway using it, but we're a very, very small program.
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Oh, and, uh, you asked uh, sort of like, what phase we're in? We're Iike...we're like in
Phase .5—our agency was created in March of 2000, basically with the transfer of two
positions, uh, in...into Management. And last year, our budget was very, very small.
Our operating budget was under 12,000...oh, I should say this...this current money,
right. So, yes, there's...there's a huge increase, but it's partly because we didn't
have...all we had was money for training, we didn't have any money for anything, any
operation, no data, no nothing else. No licensing cost or anything. And so, we've been
sort of like operating at the, uh, sort of having other people having to take care of us
because we don't have a budget. I mean, our budget is very, very small. And so, I
think this year, this budget is our first real budget that recognizes the fact that we're a
real agency. We're...we've...we have a lot of growth potential and actual growth already
in terms of which agencies use GIS. And so, we're seeing the workload kind of
increase and we're getting involved in a lot of different things that—we want to keep
doing that.
And so, yeah, like I said, and if we talk about where we are in phasing, we're probably
just getting into Phase I right now as a real agency as opposed to, you know, just a...a
port of a another department somewhere, you know. And so, we're kinda just starting
out. And that...and, yeah, I mean, GIS data takes a lot of money and takes a lot of
space in terms of hardware, in terms of hard drives and those kind of things. So it is not
a...a small ticket getting in. We're trying to keep it as low as possible, but it does take
some...some investment, and basically what we're saying is our return is going to be
very, very good. We'll use it in many, many departments and at...at any kind of level we
can in order to get that return back.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm done.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I want to go back to Energy.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, maybe if everyone is done with Energy, Kal can go back
to work. ...(chuckle)... What plans do you have for the other...other money now that will
be available through the grant? What projects would you be working on?
MR. KOBAYASHI: We have not identified specific projects. The idea would be to use it for
consulting services to help other County agencies, we could help the private sector. I
have had requests in the past for grant moneys to help private sector initiatives, I've had
requests from non-profit agencies for assistance without any money to help them. I
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think there's a whole array of potential projects. My recommendation would be to first
focus on our County needs...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. KOBAYASHI: ...and then expand outwards...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
MR. KOBAYASHI: ...as the resources are available.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you. On a follow up on the Energy thing, this mo...is
for grant, I guess. Would you consider making the Energy Management a program in
your department rather than mixing it in with Administration 'cause right now you have
two programs, I mean three programs--Administration, GIS and MIS? Would you
consider it now or in the fu...future, making the Energy Management an actual
identifiable program in and of itself?
MR. CHUN: Actually, Ms. Tavares, the, uh, um, we recognize the Energy Management
discipline as a program currently in our organizational chart...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. CHUN: ...on par with the GIS and MIS divisions.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Except that it's not identified that way in the ordinance.
MR. CHUN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MR. CHUN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So would you have an objection if we monkeyed around with
it and made it a program in the ordinance?
MR. CHUN: No, of course not 'cause that's how we're treating it...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MR. CHUN: ...organizationally, anyway.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And...and I think, uh, I want to just commend you overall and
in the way you've organized your department.
MR. CHUN: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: You know, we see that at least you have two programs
identified, and we hope that the Mayor's Office will come back with some programs on
the next round because it does...it is more helpful to identify the objectives and the
goals and those kinds of things and looking at what resources are dedicated to it 'cause
maybe this Council would want to put more resources into let's say, grants for
renewable energy projects or things like that. And if we wanted to beef that up, I think it
would more properly belong as a individual recognized program in the ordinance, too.
Thank you.
MR. CHUN: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: My question was along the lines of what Mr. Nishiki was
discussing, specifically, dealing with the maps and the parcel-based maps, and I think
Bill has adequately answered those questions for me. So I'm...I'm fine with that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, I just sort of want confirmation. The maps that we've
been sort of borrowing from everybody, this aerial map, we'll be using that as a primary
base to work off of after this?
MR. MEDEIROS: It...it will provide us a base, because we actually use...right now we use just
the parcels as a base and the...the aerial photos would then go underneath. It will help
us then to get a better handle on the parcels, making sure the parcels are correct as
well as other kinds of things like roads and so on and so on.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So it will be...
MR. MEDEIROS: So our idea is to bring all of the...all of the data in and then underlay or
overlay them as necessary.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, the idea would be that the parcels that are out in the
oceans, the parcels that we may not be able to identify where they were, but actually
comparing them with the real picture, we'll now be able to put them onto a real map and
identify where they are better?
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MR. MEDEIROS: Or...or identify where there are issues. One of the things we find is that if
we take a look at an area where there's like kuliana parcels or parcels that have been
existed for a long time, we need some way of verifying if they're accurate. They will not
be un...our recent survey the ...(inaudible)..., so the aerial photos really help. And so in
most of the areas we have projects going, we scramble to try and find some kind of
aerial photography just so we can pull up on screen, even in the meetings if people can
understand what's there 'cause our maps are kind of generalist, they just show bubbles
and squares and whatever. People like to see structures and roads and trees and so
on.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And...
MR. MEDEIROS: And so it just makes it easier.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So you'll be get...you'll be able to get it down pretty fine,
then?
MR. MEDEIROS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: 'Cause the aerial maps...when you get aerial maps you'll be
able to identify them pretty close?
MR. MEDEIROS: Our...our...our intent...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: By how many square feet?
MR. MEDEIROS: One meter resolution, which is very, very high resolution. So it...it will be.
We are not going to buy aerial photos that we'll use for little bit and then toss away.
This is going to be good stuff.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So one meter, you basically can identify the fire hydrants?
MR. MEDEIROS: When the...the item has to be larger than a meter square. ...(laugher)...
Maybe not fire hydrants but we can see cars for sure.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Pretty close. Okay. Yeah. In actuality, Mr. Chairman, you
know, when we started to work on this program, the projected cost of the program was
in the millions. And what Bill and Wally have been able to do with this has been
absolutely amazing. The amount of data that they've had to scrounge for—I mean
literally scrounge for, to keep it under the costs we're seeing right now—to me, I just
don't know how they've been ab...able to do it and stay out of jail. ...(chuckle)...
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Somebody should have accused them of steeling a long time ago. So the...the cost that
you...that they're coming in with I'm very comfortable with doing it. And actually, I think
that if they had spent a million dollars for this project, we'd would still have been really
well off. So, the dollars that I'm looking at are really well...I think are really well spent.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Arakawa. Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pass. ...(tape change)...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Mr. Chairman, I...1 did meet with Mr. Chun earlier and he
answered lot of my questions, so I don't have any else. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. This is just a general question. I...1 don't know if you
can maybe answer it, because sometimes I notice that in several different areas
throughout the budget, you'll have different departments that deal with different aspects
of a particular project because the same project is mentioned many times. So, just for
my own purposes, is it...is there somewhere within the documentation, 'cause I haven't
it yet if it's there, the cost throughout the various areas and the different aspects of a
project so I could just look and say, here's what this particular project costs us, the
personnel that-1 don't know if that's possible.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Budget Director, you have a response for Ms. Johnson?
MS. YOSHIMURA: Councilmember Johnson...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh huh.
MS. YOSHIMURA: ...no, we don't have anything in the budget that would give us a total cost
for one project. We would have to go and calculate each cost and then give you a total.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. 1...I...and the only reason that I ask is that I don't...I
don't ordinarily, you know, get into that much detail but when...just having done grants
before by myself, sometimes there's various aspects and so many man-hours and, uh,
part of work measurement is that when you're tracking a particular project, when you're
looking at the real dollars for the cost, start to finish, for that particular project, it's
sometimes helpful to know where that...that cost is occurring and...and what different
departments that that runs across...a...a...across because if I'm just looking at it from an
efficiency standpoint, I would say, whoa, that project is costing us a lot or that that
project is really is...is really utilizing a lot of staff in lot of different areas, so the real cost
for it isn't so great. But that's the only reason I ask that—that it would be helpful for me.
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And I may not want to do that with...with all projects, but I think particularly along
Wayne's line of questioning, sometimes it's hard to sit there and analyze well, what is
the end project, what are we able to deliver in terms of services to the consumer versus
the actual cost for the...the particular project that we're...we're targeting. So I'm
Iike...throw it out there, confuse the issue even more. ...(chuckle)... Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...(chuckle)... Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Mi...Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: None. One of my questions was answered already. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Chun, since we...you are planning to...the transfer
has already occurring regarding your Construction Management program?
MR. CHUN: No, sir. It will occur in July.
CHAIR HOKAMA: In July? Okay. ...(pause)... Tell us today if you can, Grant, what exactly is
Construction Management going to be doing for the County?
MR. CHUN: Well, we'll...we'll...
CHAIR HOKAMA: The other thing is like, are you going to get rid of your...your management
consultant or CIP programs and this person's going to run that for...for the County?
MR. CHUN: Well, we're looking for Jay to do is to help, again, the departments that really
aren't situated to handle their own CIP, um, to, urn, to work through the process of, you
know, working with the...the design team; laying out the project schedules; laying out
the budgets that are required on the front end prior to initiating CIP work; the ongoing
project monitoring and management that is required by...during construction activity,
verifying the work that is being charged to on a phase basis during a project; and
ultimately, signing off or assisting the appropriate director, whoever it may be based
upon a given job, to sign off on the, uh, the satisfactory completion of a given phase and
payment. We see this as an important skill that, urn, um, folks in...in many of our
departments are not...be expected to have, they're not in the business of CIP, they're
not in the business of construction and, therefore, you know, this service that
Department of Management can provide, we feel would be of value to...to those
departments that lack that infrastructure. So, of course, we're not talking about, you
know, Public Works or Parks, but...but Human Concerns and Fire and Police and even
remodeling jobs that might be occurring at the various satellite facilities or...or in this
building. We see Jay as having that special skill set that will allow for these sorts of
activities to occur more efficiently and with a more, I guess, on a more comprehensive
basis.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, Mr. Buzian...uh, how...how do you say his name?
MR. CHUN: Yeah. That's correct, uh, Buzianic...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Buzianis...
MR. CHUN: Buzianis, I believe.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...He's a engineer by...by training, he's an architect by training?
MR. CHUN: You know, I'm...I'm not sure what his pur...what his...his educa...educational
training background is. I know his...his professional background is this...in this
construction management arena.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. You know, I'm just trying to understand if he's going to be the...the
overseer for department's projects and directing the...the contractor or do construction
management for...on behalf of the County, then I would say if we...we following
standard AIA projects, why would we diminish or take away the role of the architect in
representing us in what they do during the year—construction project?
MR. CHUN: I don't see that as, urn, um, the...the intended result of Jay's involvement on the
County's behalf in these various projects. Frequently, when the County re...retains
design professionals, it will also, from it's own side, have ongoing monitoring of the work
that is occurring and, from it's own site, monitor the work particularly for purposes of
substantial completion and payment. And we see this as a...as just an additional layer
of, urn, of, urn, efficiency on...on our part. Further, on...on the front end when, urn...
CHAIR HOKAMA: But normally, that's done by the architect, right, Grant?
MR. CHUN: In part, but I think that the, um, um, we...we see...we see essentially a project
management void that...that can be met with Jay's skill set. And what I was going to
say, also, Mr. Chairman, is that on the front end when the, uh, the...the scope of work
for design is being worked out and negotiated with the architect, frequently what we
have...what we've had in the past is situations where, just as an example, we did not
have folks say in the Police Department that are conversant in working their own design
professional in scoping out the project in communicating clearly what is trying to be
achieved. And...and also in...in terms of scoping out costs, sometimes, uh, we don't
want to put our...our...our folks who...who are lacking in this skill set in a situation where
they are put in a position to negotiate costs and, you know, without being familiar with...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh. Uh-huh.
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MR. CHUN: ...with what cost in the...in the industry are.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no. I agree with you, but to me is if we then get bad work, who, I mean,
what is our request, we're going to take Mr. Buzianis to court for not doing his job well?
At least we can take the architect to court. I'm telling you this from construction
experience. ...(chuckle)...
MR. CHUN: Yeah. Yeah. This is...just to clarify, this is not about not using the expertise of
our, uh, you know, our hired design consultants. But it is about allowing, I guess, an
internal, urn, urn, tool for use by those departments that lack that skill set currently.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So he would do some evaluation of value engineering...
MR. CHUN: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...before a Change Order is proposed?
MR. CHUN: Exactly right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I don't know what we're doing with one high-priced architect. Well, you're
going to need to convince me about this...this one.
MR. CHUN: And...and, you know, specifically, just to clarify again, Mr. Buzianis is already on
staff in this organization. We're not asking for anything but a transfer of his position to
this department. And actually it's more of an...more by way of explanation of the
increase in head count in the Administration division that I'm even, you know, bringing
this to your attention.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Yes, Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: You know, I was...
CHAIR HOKAMA: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ...I...I'm sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no, no, no. You...you have a question? Then I'm going to continue.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: It wasn't along that lines and so we'll just go through the normal
rotation. I just wanted to do a follow up question on something else...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ...I was thinking about earlier, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We...we'll continue with the...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...the rounds.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. You going to have David Ching and Jacob come back,
yeah, for this entire SERV project? Is that what you're intending on doing?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, there's still round two, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The nitty-gritty, the nuts-and-bolts.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Jacob's not here and so, I'm gonna...I got questions for
Jacob in regards to the spending of the quarter million dollars in equipment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh. Okay. If you do have your questions ready, Mr. Nishiki, then I
would request you send them forward so that Mr. Chun can ensure you have the
response ready.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I...1 just want to know, this year it's a quarter million
dollars in equipment updates, yeah, for computers or whatever, Grant? And I was
reading with interest the fact that we've also contracted, what is it, an outside consultant
for these classes that we're having, Grant?
MR. CHUN: Computer usage training? Is that what your question is?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Is that what it is? During the MIS...services and outside
contractor was willing to conduct classes in the MIS computer training room.
How...how...what is this contract for and how long and what is the cost? That...I'm...I'm
pretty sure this is part of the SERV project? So, I...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Budget Director.
MS. YOSHIMURA: Councilmember Nishiki, the class...the training for computer classes is the
budget that we went over in personnel services, and for this fiscal year, I believe it's an
additional $25,000 on top of the 30,000 or 35,000 that's been allocated this year. So it's
25,000 additional for fire and police training. And, urn, the equipment that's in MIS is
Countywide equipment and not just specifically for MIS, so you'd have the Police
Department, the Fire Department, all the General Fund department equipment in the
total that's on page 11-4...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MS. YOSHIMURA: ...of your program book.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Now, 1...I...1 want to know, you know, we talked about
this is going to be a multimillion dollar project, so I want to know have we signed on to a
contractor for a multiyear contract? And...and what is it? Have we?
MR. CHUN: What are you referring to?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, this Anderson Company or whatever?
MS. YOSHIMURA: No, Arthur Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Are they...are they signed on for a multiyear contract for a
certain amount of money?
MR. CHUN: The Anderson Consulting Group is a is...is on board to assist with the
implementation of the new real property tax system. So that's not a multiyear contract,
but a...for a single purpose, is my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But how long is that term?
MR. CHUN: The...the implementation of the real property tax system should be completed
within the next several months.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So we've got this different contractors that are assisting us in
different levels? This one for computers, that one for property tax...
MS. YOSHIMURA: Oh, I see.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...what other...contracts do we have? You don't have to answer
today. I just want...
MR. CHUN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...those questions answered.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll...we'll send your request for it. So you want anything to do
with the...the SERV project...?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, you're taking about a consultant like SMS that does some work for real
property division and what they're doing and what Anderson is doing for real...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Real property.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...real property tax? Okay. You...are you folks clear on...on Mr. Nishiki's
request?
MS. KAWASAKI: Consultant or contract? ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Consultant...well, do...do you see a difference, Richelle? If...if you do,
explain it to us, then we can ask Mr. Nishiki exactly what he wants. ...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Both.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Just so that we know...well, tell us what the difference between
the...the consultant and the contractor?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: We're reading each others mind. ..(inaudible)...
MS. KAWASAKI: When I'm thinking of contractor, I'm thinking of like a construction
contractor...building contractor. Consultant, I would think of like a computer expert or
other professional services.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Wayne, you want on the...the whole ball including from the
construction...construction things?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. The whole ball so that we...we know what we're paying
for all the expertise in both areas that you so eloquently described. ...(laughter)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let's be nice, now. We got a long day yet. Okay. Thank you.
Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I'll...111 just ride on Wayne's thing 'cause, I guess,
we're reading each other's minds. Consultant tells us what we need; the contractor
provides it, is basically what happens. So I think we need to know both. I want to go
back, again, to the Energy...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure. Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...part. DBEDT receives its funding from the Federal
Government? Is that true? And so it's passed through from the State to the County?
MR. KOBAYASHI: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Is there a way that we can get that funding directly from the
Federal Government to the County of Maui?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Not that I'm aware of.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. It's something that we have to work on with MECO,
sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Just to let you know, Ms. Tavares. I did have a chance to talk to a, uh, at
MECO to talk to NACO, an aide to President Bush, who works out of the White House.
And one of the things that we did ask was a consideration that certain funding up to a
dollar amount whatever...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...and that's sub...subject to be set, whatever it is, be able to go directly to
the agencies or to a lower level than a State, so that we can at least put their 5 percent
of their administrative cost back into programs.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Sort of a reduction of total funds available.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: NACO is already pur...pursuing that area. We...we have had discussions
with President Bush's representatives.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. 'Cause, hopefully, if...if I get selected for that Asian
Pacific Leadership Conference, I will be carrying that banner from...from my...from my
point to that...to that organization, too, so I'm...I'm glad we're all kind of on the same
page.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And I think if we push for that, like you say, you know, Mr.
Chairman, that means that there will be more moneys to put toward the programs rather
than, you know, overhead or administrative costs, and the State can barely manage
some of their programs, so. ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I would hope as...as a, uh...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ...personnel was ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...promotion on my part that you would utilize the Western Interstate Region
Conference...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...and talk to our standing committee...steering committee chair people as
well as the executive people that, uh, committee people that do have the time and the
ears of those on Capitol Hill.
Okay. Yes, Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: If I...kind of a stretchy follow up, I guess. From what I hear
the conversations going on here and the questions that are being asked, I think one of
the major problems is the fact that we don't have a master plan outline for MIS, GIS and
SERV and a phase of how may years it's going to take us to reach a certain objective. I
think we'd feel more comfortable as a Council if we knew year one, we're going to
spend "x" because these are the things we want to do; year two, year three, for however
far out it goes and we kinda have a gauge instead of just wondering from year to year,
now what are they going to come up with, you know, when is this going to be done.
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Sounds like the police station air conditioning project. You know, every year there was
another ...(chuckle)... millions going into that, but I think that would help some. So, I'm
looking forward to the SERV project's presentation 'cause I hope it will answer a lot of
questions that members had and I had, too, regarding it's, uh, I...1 guess they're
intertwining with different departments and how...and how we expect to get whatever
accomplished in a...in a certain period of time. 'Cause I believe the SERV project, when
they first came down to the last Council, last term, they had quite grandiose objectives
to try to accomplish and then I don't know how far they got with that. So, I really
would...am interested to see that SERV presentation. And, I guess, that's my speech
today for that. Thank you. ...(chuckle)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Well, he can stretch as far as the rope we gave 'em.
...(chuckle)... Okay. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And...and I got to thinking about what,
uh, what Wayne was talking about earlier. You know, not knowing what's coming up in
the next year. So, when we started talking about the...the GIS one with Bill's
department or...or program, and then I guess the...the comment was made about
taking...talking ab...uh...getting the...a fresh set of base photos and what that cost would
be—in this case, I think, was what $125,000 or whatever it was—but are there...are you
folks looking at putting policies together to formulate when you would have to do the
updates? Because I heard you say, in high-growth areas we may have to go out every
three to five years, as an example. And so I think...so I got to thinking, well, geez, it
sounds like Haiku. Haiku is a sleeping giant and if you were to take a picture now, you
would, I think you'd be shocked to see what's out there. I mean, look at our census, you
would kind of figure that, you know, and even us as elected officials we kind of see
Haiku as...as a lot of people out there. So, I don't know...so that got me thinking about
what Wayne was talking about of the unknowns and how we can establish policies. Are
those things that you guys are already considering as far as when you folks are going to
decide to do the update because right now you're depending on stuff that was done in
'93. Here we are in 201 or 01, eight years later. Is it going to be a three to five year
thing? Two to four year thing? And that way we can kind of figure out how much...how
much money we're going to be spending down the road.
(?) Turn off your phone. ...(laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Sorry. Sorry, Chairman. But, more of a, you know, and I
apologize for kinda going off 'cause I know we're budget, but it just seems like that
would be a policy issue that they...that...that would need to be done in order for you
folks to map out the frequency of you coming forward to us and asking for a 100 here, a
125 there, 250 here, uh, to update you folks maps, your aerial photos and what not.
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MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah. And...and just to give a little background. A little over a year ago,
Mr. Chun and I met and when we were first starting out this project and we kinda laid
out like what we wanted to hit in the first year and what we wanted to hit in the second
year and so on and so on. And, urn, we felt that in the first year we'd be a service
agency and the second year which would be the budget that we're talking about, we'd
try to expand the number of agencies using GIS and it blew up in our face. It's like
seven agencies came on board. And, so to some extent, because it's...it's a growth
field and it's a new field, it was really hard. Everything that we said was achieved in like
three months ...(chuckle)... and so it's been pretty hard for us for just to keep up on the
ground.
In terms of the photos, the same thing sort of happened, you know, we've been trying
for many years to try just get one set, and we didn't want to buy another set—all we
wanted was one comprehensive set. But as we've got involved with other agencies,
with the street address people, uh, other agencies in Public Works and so on, they keep
saying, hey, you know, we, you know, we...we want to do this over time. You know,
when we got into hazard mitigation, if you're going to use aerial photos for...to do
loss...say damage estimates, you need to have up-to-date photos or else you're going
to miss all houses that were built in between. So, I think, things have kind of grown on
us and like I said, we're sort of, like I said, just starting out. So, I think, yes, we're
probably...one of the things we're going to do in the next budget cycle is sit down and
do a long-term plan—not only for our agency—is one of the roles we didn't mention
here 'cause we haven't gotten into it yet, is that the intent over the long period is that we
would be the coordinating agency for all Countywide GIS efforts. So, if somebody
needed information of how much was spent on GIS Countywide, you only had to ask
one agency, and we would have that data. So, I think we would tell people how to do it
in their...in their departments, but we would be the coordinating agency and we would
try to collect all the data—be the folks that put it together.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Umm.
MR. MEDEIROS: So, I think that part of that role, as we start to build that role, we would start
to do a master plan, not only for our agency but for Countywide GIS and look at what
are the acquisitions we would need over time.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Um.
MR. MEDEIROS: And then you would have a better...a...a better idea of what you're going to
spend this year, next year, so on and so on. And it's also better for us. I mean, uh, our
thing is that we don't want to ask for a lot, but we never know what we're going to get
next year either. So the idea is that if we kinda come up with a policy and say, okay,
these are the things we are going to do, that it's better for us to say, you know, we...we
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don't it know, we'll...we'll pick it two years from now and work it that way. And so, yeah,
I think that's what they're going to head at. And I...I think we're gonna—and within the
next—obviously within the next time we come up to budget again, we will have come up
with a document along those lines...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Um.
MR. MEDEIROS: ...of saying, what is our long-term vision? What are the...the...the
benchmarks we're going to hit?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah. And Mr. Chairman, one of the follow ups because what
was mentioned earlier, we get this transfers from other departments because of the
potential of growth in this agency, is it a matter of instead of hiring new, bringing people
in from the other departments although they'd be transferred over to your department,
they would service those departments because, well, you know, I don't know how that's
going to wo...is that something that you folks are looking at as far as hir...instead of
hiring new, bringing in people from the other departments who are already in the
system, training them under you system to service the departments that they were in?
MR. MEDEIROS: Yes. We've also looked at that...about saying that maybe somebody that's
been, uh, sort of like an internship with us, we train them and...and put them back in the
departments. What we've done primarily with LUCA and with the Police Department is
we've done a lot of support of the people that are using GIS. And normally, you know,
it's the...the curve that goes up and then drops way down, at the beginning you spend a
lot of time getting diddly calls from these folks and then slowly it drops off and, uh,
in...in...right now, LUCA is turn-key, they can...they operate the GIS to do their own
thing. I get, uh, maybe, once a month I get a call if there's an issue. They run the GIS
system, no problem with existing staff. Now the workload—this...this is the problem with
GIS is, you show people stuff, and you've worked hours on it and people say, yeah,
wouldn't it be great to have this? And so, they also have the same problem of people
like raising the bar and saying, oh, yeah, you're going to raise the bar, but you're not
going to get any additional people. So...so, like the addressing project, be...being done
in LUCA, we provide technical support and now pretty much they're running one their
own...their doing their stuff on their own. Same thing with the Police Department's
system, they doing a prototype 911-system, using their, urn, getting their roads to match
ours...data. And so, same thing, you know, you still get...might get calls from Tommy
every couple days and now its less and less because as they learn to use the system.
So that's, you know, we have, you know, that's one of our things, is to go and get other
departments to use the system so that we don't have to have as much staff.
There will always be departments that have no GIS. So, for those departments, we
have to provide the service. Okay. So, that's the two dual roles that, uh, Mr. Chun
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spoke earlier. At one level, we're a service agency, we provide products for other
people in the County and outside the County. When people outside need something,
they'll come to us. We'll do it the best we can to service them. But then also to help
internal agencies build their expertise and use the software because, you know, it
shouldn't be something that we're the only guys that use it, but it should be distributed
to everybody as a tool.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kane. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have one overlying question that I'd
like to get an answer to. It seems that, urn, in trying to design the management group,
we're bringing people out from other departments and trying to create almost like
separate branches within the management group. Whereas, before we used to take
like the Department of Finance—they used to operate MIS as part of Department of
Finance and you...you slowly you...you get the covers through the different
departments. In what you're trying to do right now, how many positions have you
increased in the Management Department over the last administration and what is your
projected growth of these? And why...why are we move...making these movements into
Management's Department and not using the other departments that formerly would
have housed these people to be able to get the...the jobs accomplished? For instance,
you know, you're trying to move someone in that probably should be in, uh, in
Engineering Division. They're going to be doing architecture and looking at blueprints
and looking at the...the programs. Why wouldn't you leave them in Engineering Division
and ask the Endi...Engineering Division to be able to go out there and review all of
these projects and with the entirety of what's in that division, be able to have a complete
supervision of...of the projects instead of just one aspect of it? They could have
engineers, they could have architects, they could have whatever they need in that
department, even surveyors go out there and take and look and make sure everything is
there. Why just one person?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Chun.
MR. CHUN: Thank you. That's a good question. To answer your, um, question to date, the
two divisions referred to Management Information Systems and Geographic Information
Systems are new to this department—new in the context of the past two years. The
head count in Management Informen...mation Systems is 13, and there are two
employees in Geographic Information Systems. Previously, the Management
Information Systems group was housed in the Department of Finance and Geographic
Information Systems group was non-existent, but we had a couple of computer geeks in
the Planning Department who liked this kind of stuff and they developed their
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expertise—no offense, Wally and Bill—they developed their expertise, urn, on...on
somewhat of a stealth basis, but they were Planning Department employees.
When...what we wanted recognize and organizationally acknowledge and deploy was
that expertise, essentially. And we didn't want for that expertise to be siloed in a given
operating department.
The Management Information Systems group, as you mentioned, was previously
housed in the Finance Department. And, urn, rightly or wrongly, as a result, it was the
Finance Department who had...who got first priority as far as the...the work that was
performed by the Management Information Systems group. And that's not anything
surprising. I mean, their boss was the director of finance. The...the reason that I felt,
uh, early on, is one of the first things we did—that it was important to house that division
in the Department of Management is because this department exercises Countywide
oversight over all of the operating departments. And given the importance of employing
information technology strategies in, urn, fostering a better climate for customer service
Countywide, I felt it was very important that this group be situation organizationally
to...to be deployed on that basis. And that's just a philosophical, urn, uh, thing...position
that I have.
In the Geographic Information Systems arena, the, urn, as I mentioned, there was no
such division in the Planning Department. But, again, since this expertise was
developed by folks that were housed in that department, the...the sc...the skills that they
had were not deployed on a Countywide-basis or...or not as much as they should be.
The skills that they had were deployed primarily for their two main clients, which were
the Planning Department and the Council.
And what we've seen, urn, wha...what we thought early on was that this is too valuable
a tool to be siloed in such a fashion. And as Bill mentioned, the work that they have
been engaged in across the various agencies and departments that we've listed earlier,
has been, uh, uh, far in excess of what we anticipated at this point, and we feel that, uh,
that deployment has been as, uh, somewhat of a...the result of the fact that they are
now in this department. And we're...we're a small department that's able to make their
services available and we are...and by the same token, we are a small department that
exercises oversight and supervision of the other departments. So the, uh, the
personnel that we have are, urn, we like to feel not siloed and are more readily available
to urn advance the...these...these tools as...as real key elements for better customer
service.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chun.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, I heard what Grant said. I don't quite understand that
because, you know, pretty much every department services Countywide—Parks
Department services parks Countywide; Finance cre...uh, services every department
Countywide; Public Works services every department public...Countywide, so I really
can't buy that argument. And as far as trying to put specific people, you know, positions
just because of a specific person, uh, you know, as Administration they can always
request these people to work under the Administration and for specific projects. So
even though they're housed in a different department, the...the work that's being
assigned to those people can still be done, specifically, out of the Administration. So
I...1 just can't understand that concept and, you know, personally, I think that it's a lot
better if you have people like Jim Buzianis in...in Engineering or a department like
Engineering whereby he can have a lot of su...of their support people that will be able to
help him. The MIS budget, uh, for instance, you're saying that that budget
encompasses all of the MIS projects within the County. Does that mean that every
computer that's being purchased, every electrical equipment that being purchased
on...on that MIS services, is in that budget right now? Or is it split up into all the
different departments, they order their own things, and MIS goes in there and services
that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Budget Director.
MS. YOSHIMURA: Councilmember Arakawa, the MIS budget contains all the computer
equipment for the General Fund department. All the special fund departments, um,
would reflect their purchases for equipment within their own budget.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, Countywide, you know, all the different departments are
picking up different costs for those computer systems and MIS is just picking up another
portion of it so, I don't understand that concept either where you're saying it's going to
be all Countywide and yet the different areas are...are picking up different computers as
well. So the special funds, you know, whichever...whichever the funds are, all those
areas, they're...they're ordering within our budget. They have to pick up that equipment
as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.
MR. CHUN: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Chun.
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MR. CHUN: Just point of clarification. What Ms. Yoshimura was referring to in terms of
special funds are like the Department of Liquor Control which is a special funded
department and they would...a department such as that would have, you know, their
information technology needs reflected in their budget; however, the MIS budget is...is
Countywide with regard to all the departments that are funded by the General Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Clarification.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So that means Wastewater, all the computers that are in
Wastewater comes out of this department, all the computers that come out of Parks
Department, including the golf course would come under...out of this department? So
except for...except for Liquor, we can expect that none of the other departments would
be expanding any of the computers?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Yoshimura.
MS. YOSHIMURA: Urn...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That doesn't sound right.
MS. YOSHIMURA: All the equipment for the special funds—Liquor, Highways, Solid Waste,
Wastewater and—who am I missing?—golf course. Those, whatever computer
equipment is necessary for those department or for those programs, is budgeted
directly in their budget because they've got special funds. All the General Fund
departments are in MIS.
Now MIS will go out and purchase for the special funds, but the appropriation is made
within those special fund programs. So, we go out and buy one lump sum of equipment
and the charge is just made—if it's for Highways, to Highways; if a computer is bought
for Police, it's charged to MIS; if a computer is bought for Liquor, it's charged to Liquor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That...that was the question and she just clarifying
what...what I thought was occurring, that for all intent and purposes, you know, if you
have each of the departments credited with what they're putting into each of the
departments, even if it's General Fund, then you'd have a better accounting for where
that equipment is being used.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Carroll.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pass.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Kawano. Thank you. Ms. Johnson. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, I have one question for Mr. Medeiros, but
I'll submit that in writing in honor of sticking to our agenda time that you have
established for today, which is 3 p.m., and in light of the budget hearing that we have
tonight in Kula. So I will submit that in writing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Similarly, I just...just a question, staff, of why did we lose
Federal funding in the Wailuku police station?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Uh...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Why did it lapse?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I'll do mine in writing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay. Members, any further questions, the Chair asks you
would work it thorough our Committee staff to be transmittal to Mr. Chun, and, uh, my
question for...for Mr. Chun and directly to Bill is, uh, have we applied for grant funding
from your program—what's the right—program develop, like ESRI. I...1 mentioned to
Mr. Chun that, you know, they have grants available. So, if...if you've gone and tried to
access those grant funds to update the system or expand the system...
MR. MEDEIROS: Uh...we...
CHAIR HOKAMA: ...respond to that for us.
MR. MEDEIROS: The answer is, yes. We've got hardware and software from ESRI. The
Police Department's software is from...is under an ESRI grant. Software at Civil
Defense is also from an ESRI grant. So, um, we do a lot. They do not give out cash,
but they do software. And so, we promote as much as we can for folks to apply to them
whether it's...it's a...a department or whatever and to get anything you can for free.
Absolutely. That's part of our ...(inaudible)...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And then in the fut...you can, uh, you can get back to this on, uh, uh,
I, uh, Bill. We got in like mapping requirements, is the State's Land Court doing
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anything whereby we can take from their data base, like TMK's, you might bring up
TMK's, you bring up parcels. I would assume the State would try and update their own
Land Court documentation for accuracy, too. So, I don't know if they doing something
we can just maybe just tap off of them?
MR. MEDEIROS: Okay. Just...just a quick one so you, urn, to keep you on schedule, but the
Legislature is looking at a statewide GIS. Primarily, right now, in terms of
reapportionment, but they are also taking a look at using the State GIS out of Office of
Planning as a functional agency to coordinate that. We already work very closely with
them and so, uh, we sort of do that. In terms of specific mapping data, say, urn, say
from Bureau of Conveyances or from Land Court and so on, it gets kinda complicated to
talk about the different sources. Even within the County, between our system, the Real
Property system and so on. So, maybe that's something you want to talk about at...at a
time that we can all ge...get into that. It gets...it gets a little confusing because there's a
lots...lots of different data and lots of different forms...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Umm.
MR. MEDEIROS: ...you know, paper and then the...the data bases and digital ones, so...and
so it is not a...a easy question to...to deal with, but we do our best to know where all of
the sources are as best we can.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Announcement, members? Seeing
none, uh, the...reminder, 6 p.m. this evening is Kula's opportunity to present comments
before the Committee. And other than that, we'll see you tomorrow at 9 a.m. here.
Okay. This meeting is adjourned. . .(gavel). . .
ADJOURN: 3:13 p.m.
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